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Abstract 
 
 
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are spectacular solar transients that deposit vast 
amounts of plasma and magnetic energy into the heliosphere. The build-up and release 
of plasma and energy during CME events are critically important to science and society. 
They involve processes at the center of the heating and evolution of the solar atmosphere 
that are also relevant across a range of other scientific disciplines. Furthermore, society’s 
interconnectedness and dependence on technology makes us extremely vulnerable to 
solar activity and major CME eruptions, which can paralyze our indispensable space-
borne and ground-based infrastructure.  
 
This dissertation presents a study of the evolution of geo-effective CMEs using an 
array of remote-sensing observations, in-situ measurements, an ionization model, 
numerical simulations, and diagnostic techniques. These analyses attempt an extensive 
observational account of the evolution of the dynamics, energetics, and composition of 
these consequential transients. The overarching vision in these series of investigations is 
to develop groundwork for connecting the unprecedented remote-sensing and in-situ 
observations from future missions of Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter.  
 
Three central CME science topics addressed here are: (1) in-situ signatures of CME 
processes in the low solar corona, (2) the evolution of filament composition in the low 
 xxv 
solar corona, and (3) the evolution of filament dynamics and energetics in the low solar 
corona. 
 
First, a detailed analysis of in-situ observations of 14 years of Earth-intercepting 
ICMEs and associated composition anomalies is presented. 45% of these ICMEs (called 
‘depleted ICMEs’) contained distinct periods of anomalous heavy-ion charge state 
composition and peculiar ion thermal properties (called ‘Depletion Regions’). The most 
consistent characteristics of the Depletion Regions were (1) depleted fully stripped ions 
of helium, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and (2) exposure to sources of heating before 
the charge states froze-in. Using results from two prominent CME models, a preliminary 
investigation into the possibility of the Depletion Region plasma being an in-situ 
signature of magnetic reconnection in the low solar corona is conducted. 
 
To connect near-Earth observations of ICMEs to their evolution in the low solar 
corona, a case-study of a geo-effective ICME is presented. The event was traced to the Sun 
using SOHO/LASCO and STEREO/SECCHI observations. The filament eruption 
associated with the CME was ‘followed’ in multi-wavelength SDO/AIA and 
STEREO/EUVI images in an attempt to quantify its behavior at high-cadence. Estimates 
of kinematics, dynamics, and the ionization history of the filament eruption during the 
first hour of its journey are discussed. However, the diagnostic technique used to estimate 
temperature and density of the filament assumed a non-emitting plasma. Since AIA 304 
Å observations where contributions from emission may be significant was used, 
uncertainties that were difficult to quantify were introduced to the results. This motivated 
the final portion of this dissertation. 
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A new EUV diagnostic technique is introduced that accounts for absorption as well 
as emission contributions from emitting channels such as 304 Å. This diagnostic 
technique can be equally applied to emitting and non-emitting channels, paving the way 
for more realistic discussion of the heating and energetics of the transient plasmas using 
a wider range of observations. Presented is a comparison between the results using this 
new diagnostic technique with the results derived when 304 Å He II emission was not 
considered. Improved and more precise high-cadence estimates of the evolution of 
filament density, temperature, speed, ionization history, and energetics are discussed.  
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CHAPTER I 
An Introduction to Coronal Mass Ejections 
 
I.1. Objectives and Significance: 
 
In March of 1989 Quebec, Canada was suddenly enveloped in darkness. Electrical outages 
in Quebec and many other parts of North America that day were a direct consequence of 
powerful eruptions from our Sun three days prior. This significant geoeffective solar 
storm distracted North America with spectacular auroras that extended as far south as 
Florida and Cuba (Figure 1, left), as it paralyzed the Hydro-Quebec Power Authority by 
inducing electric ground currents that triggered the grid’s protection system (Figure 1, 
right). The driver of the solar storm was a Coronal Mass Ejection. 
 
 
Figure I.1: (left) March 13th, 1989 aurora, taken from Sea Cliff, NY, USA by Ken Spencer, 
(middle) snapshot of the news of the 1989 solar storm from New York Times, (right) 
impact of the Hydro-Quebec electrical outage in March 1989, credit: NASA    
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 Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are large-scale solar transients that erupt out 
of the solar corona, and deposit vast amounts of plasma in the range of 1015 – 1016 grams 
of ejecta and magnetic energy into the heliosphere, traveling at velocities that can exceed 
2000 km/s. The frequency of CME eruptions follows the ~11 year cycle of the Sun’s 
magnetic activity, from one CME eruption per day during solar minimum (period of 
reduced magnetic activity at the Sun) to nearly five a day during solar maximum 
(Gopalswamy et al. 2005). If incident at Earth, this influx of plasma and energetic 
particles can interact with the Earth’s magnetic field, penetrate the Earth’s atmosphere 
and immobilize our interconnected infrastructure. Starting with our electric power 
systems, it would consequently impacting sectors ranging from transportation, 
emergency services, government services, oil and gas, communications, water, banking 
and finance.  
 
The Quebec Blackout is one humbling example of potential consequences to 
communities unprepared to deal with large solar storms. Investigations into CME science 
are crucial to our increasingly interconnected and technology-dependent society, as our 
ground-based, space-borne infrastructures, and communication systems are vulnerable 
to Earth-incident energetic CMEs (Baker et al. 2008, Riley et al. 2018).   CMEs are central 
actors in the understanding and prediction of geoeffective space weather, and the 
connection between the Sun and the Earth’s magnetic field.  
 
In addition to their direct relevance to societal safety, the build-up and release of 
plasma and energy during CME events are also critically important across numerous 
scientific fronts. CMEs involve processes that are at the center of the energy transport and 
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partition in the solar atmosphere, and of the time evolution of the latter; these ideas are 
also important in numerous other fields of plasma physics.  
 
Also, a thorough understanding of solar CMEs is crucial to the physics of stellar 
CMEs from Sun-like stars and the impact of space weather and space climate on potential 
exoplanetary habitability, atmospheric evolution, and the astrobiological signatures of 
extra-terrestrial life (e.g. Vidotto et al. 2014, Drake et al. 2016).  
 
This dissertation is scientifically motivated to: determine CME behavior in the 
near-Earth space; understand their spatial and kinematic evolution in the heliosphere 
based on how they interact with the ambient solar wind; and dissect the dynamic 
processes that lead to their formation at their solar source. The author presents a study of 
the evolution of geo-effective CMEs using an array of remote-sensing observations, in-
situ measurements, an ionization model, numerical simulations, and diagnostic 
techniques in order to present an extensive observational account of the evolution of the 
dynamics, energetics, and composition of these spectacular transients. The overarching 
vision in these series of investigations is to develop groundwork for connecting the 
unprecedented remote-sensing and in-situ observations from future missions such as 
Parker Solar Probe (Fox et al. 2016) and Solar Orbiter1. 
 
 
 
 
1http://sci.esa.int/solar-orbiter/46022-solar-orbiter-assessment-study-report/ 
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I.2. The Sun-Earth Connection and Coronal Mass Ejections: 
 
The Sun can be divided into two parts – the solar interior, the optically thick 
portion of the Sun from where radiation is unable to escape to space, and the solar 
atmosphere, the portion of the Sun extending outwards where the energy generated in 
the solar interior begins to escape into space as radiation. 
 
The solar interior (see Figure I.2 (left)) consists of four layers, which transport 
energy from the core out to the base of the solar atmosphere. The core is the innermost 
layer with temperatures up to 15 MK where nuclear reactions consume hydrogen to form 
helium and produce the enormous amounts of energy that powers our Sun. The 
temperatures at the outermost point of the core is half its central value and densities drop 
from 150 to 20 gm/cm3. Next to the core is the radiative zone, where the energy 
generated in the core is transported via radiation. Here, the photons (light) are absorbed, 
re-emitted, and scattered in a random walk from particle to particle through the radiative 
zone until they reach the next layer, the tachocline. The tachocline is a thin interface 
layer between the rigidly rotating radiative zone and the differentially rotating convective 
zone of the solar interior where the Sun’s magnetic field is believed to be generated and 
amplified due to the large shearing flows between the two layers. Above the tachocline is 
the convective zone, the outermost layer of the solar interior, where the density and 
temperature continue to drop, and the energy is transported to the solar atmosphere via 
convection because of the large temperature gradients of this layer. These convective 
motions are visible at the solar surface as convection cells called granules and super-
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granules. The tachocline-generated magnetic fields that are able to overcome the 
background gravitational stratification rise to the solar surface (photosphere) through 
the process of magnetic buoyancy (Parker 1955).  
 
 
Figure I.2. The above schematic shows the different layers of the solar interior and 
atmosphere (left), an Earth directed filament eruption, and a cartoon of the solar wind 
and transient interaction with the Earth’s magnetosphere. The image is not to scale.  
The layers of the Sun and labels are created by the author on top of a background 
courtesy: Magnetosphere: NASA, the Sun: ESA/NASA – SOHO2 
 
 
 
2https://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2007/07/The_Sun-Earth_connection 
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The solar atmosphere (see Figure I.2 (left)) consists of four layers. (1) The 
photosphere is the lowest layer, visible to the naked eye and loosely regarded as the 
surface of the Sun. It is thin, dense, emits most of the visible sunlight and has an 
equivalent blackbody temperature of 5,770 K. (2) The chromosphere is the next layer, 
where the temperature starts from a minimum from 4,200 K followed by an increase to 
104 K, possibly due to the absorption of acoustic waves emerging from the convection zone 
(Gingerich et al. 1971, Carlsson and Stein 1995) (3) The transition region is a thin 
region between the chromosphere and corona where the temperature increases 
drastically from 104 – 106 K. (4) The corona is the uppermost layer of the solar 
atmosphere where the temperatures reach a few million degrees. The corona extends into 
interplanetary space via the solar wind. The solar wind is the stream of supersonic 
ionized particles traveling out of the corona, carrying the solar magnetic field with it. 
Occasionally, CMEs erupt and disrupt this ambient solar wind, affecting the wind speed, 
density, magnetic field strengths, radiation and other factors that make up space weather. 
How the corona gets heated to millions of degrees kelvins from the ~6000 K solar surface 
has been an open question in the scientific community since the 1940’s and is believed to 
be linked to complex processes related to the magnetic activity of the Sun. 
 
One of most prominent and oldest recorded solar magnetic features are called 
sunspots, observed as dark regions on the solar photosphere (Vaquero et al. 2007 and 
references therein). Sunspots are colder than their surrounding photosphere, are known 
to have extremely strong magnetic fields, and often span a region as large as the Earth’s 
cross-section. The number of sunspots on the solar disk provide a record for the Sun’s 
magnetic activity; that is, a larger number of sunspots appear during solar maximum due 
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to enhanced magnetic activity at the Sun, while sunspots are rare during solar minimum. 
Regions of strong magnetic concentrations in the solar atmosphere, called active 
regions, are often associated with or surround sunspots. The active regions are also often 
the source regions of CME eruptions. Hence, the frequency of CME occurrence also 
follows the ~11-year sunspot cycle. Evolving solar magnetic fields, which are engrained in 
the various layers of the solar atmosphere and are generated deep in the solar interior, 
are accordingly strongly linked to CME genesis.  
 
The Earth is continuously immersed in the solar wind. Not only are we reliant on 
the Sun’s energy for survival, we’re also at the mercy of the solar wind and transients (e.g. 
CMEs) constantly bombarding and interacting with our magnetosphere. Solar wind 
interacts with the Earth’s magnetosphere forming the ‘wind swept’ shape seen in Figure 
I.2 (right).  
 
The interplanetary disturbance caused by the ICME (Interplanetary CME, the 
heliospheric counterpart of a CME) can compress the Earth’s magnetosphere. When a 
CME interacts with the Earth’s magnetosphere it can cause prolonged geomagnetic 
disturbances called magnetic storms. Most magnetic storms correspond to and are 
driven by long periods of southward components of the interplanetary magnetic field 
(IMF), which provides the most favorable situation for magnetic reconnection (process of 
the breaking and reconnecting of oppositely directed magnetic field lines in a plasma, see 
discussion in Section I.4.1) at the dayside magnetopause. This allows coupling of the solar 
wind and magnetosphere, providing energy and plasma input from the solar wind into 
magnetospheric plasma. 
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This coupling between the solar wind and the geo-space environment means that CMEs 
are an integral, and especially dangerous part of this connection and central to the study 
of Space Weather. 
 
I.3. Solar and Heliospheric Observations of Coronal Mass Ejections: 
A majority of this dissertation describes the analysis and interpretation of transient 
activity in the solar atmosphere and heliosphere. Presented here is an overview of 
Coronal Mass Ejection observations. 
 
 
Figure I.3: Above is a total eclipse image taken by S. Habbal, M. Druckmuller, and P. 
Aniol on March 20th, 2015 at Svalbard, Norway. Marked in the image is the chromosphere 
and the corona. [eclipse2017.nasa.gov] 
 
I.3.1. Remote-Sensing Observations: 
 
A solar eclipse is a cosmic coincidence where our Moon passes between the Sun 
and the Earth; blocking the light of the solar disc and giving us the unique opportunity to 
observe the chromosphere, transition region, and corona. Figure I.3 shows an image of a 
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2015 total eclipse, where the chromosphere and corona are seen in spectacular detail. It 
is in the chromosphere and corona where the birth and evolution of CMEs and associated 
phenomena can be unraveled making eclipse observations extremely important (e.g. 
Hanaoka et al. (2013)).  
 
 
Figure I.4: Classic 3-part CME structure of a February 27th, 2000 CME, adapted from 
Riley et al. (2008) 
 
 
Coronagraphs are Sun-observing telescopes that use a physical disk to block the 
Sun’s bright surface so we may study the remaining solar atmosphere and surround 
interplanetary bodies, essentially giving us continuous artificial solar eclipse 
observations. Starting from the first observations of CMEs in the 1970s from the OSO-7 
coronagraph (Tousey, 1973), an array of Sun-observing instruments (including 
coronagraphs) have provided a wealth of diverse types of remote observations of these 
solar eruptions across the electromagnetic spectrum, giving this generation of researchers 
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a unique opportunity to address open questions about the initiation and evolution of 
CMEs.  
 
The launch of the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO, Domingo et al. 
1995) in 1995 changed the landscape of CME science with its groundbreaking routine 
observations of Earth-bound transients. The Large Angle Spectrometric COronagraphs 
(LASCO, Brueckner et al., 1995) onboard SOHO has three white-light coronagraphs, each 
with a different sized occulting disk so different portions of the corona could be observed. 
Two of these (C2 and C3) white-light coronagraphs view Thompson-scattered sunlight 
from the free electrons in coronal plasma. LASCO observes the inner and outer solar 
corona between 1.1-32 solar radii – with C1 from 1.1 – 3 RSUN, C2 from 1.5-6 RSUN. and C3 
from 3.5-30 RSUN. The twin STEREO (Kaiser et al. 2008) spacecraft launched in 2006 
further enhanced our ability to study CMEs by placing identical Sun-Earth Connection 
Coronal & Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI, Howard et al. 2008) fleet of instruments 
onboard the two spacecraft, allowing for multi-perspective viewing from 1-15 RSUN and 
hence 3D reconstruction of CMEs. Each SECCHI suite includes two white-light 
coronagraphs: COR 1 observes the solar corona between 1.4-4 RSUN, and COR 2 observes 
the solar corona between 2.5-15 RSUN. The overlapping fields of view of the SECCHI 
instruments enables us to connect the same structure as it expands away from the Sun 
and crosses the different instruments’ fields of view.  
 
The white light coronagraph observations of CME’s have revealed that CMEs have 
distinct forms. This archetypal structure is the commonly observed “three-part” CME: 
a bright and dense front, trailed by a low-density cavity which contains a relatively bright, 
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high density core (Howard et al., 1985, Hundhausen, 1987, 1999). A 3-part CME observed 
by SOHO/LASCO C3 is shown in Figure I.4.  
  
 However, much of the electromagnetic radiation emanating from the 
chromosphere and corona has significantly higher photon energies than those of visible 
wavelength radiation (3900 Å – 7700 Å | 1.6 – 3 eV). In fact, chromospheric and coronal 
plasmas of temperatures ranging from 105 K – 106 K are strong emitters of radiation in 
the Ultra-Violet (UV, 1000 – 3900 Å), Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV, 100 – 1000 Å) and 
soft X-Ray (1 – 100 Å) range.  White-light coronagraphs also block the innermost region 
of the corona where the birth and initial evolution of the CMEs take place. Hence, in 
addition to white-light observations, full-disk observations from multi-wavelength 
telescopes are necessary tools used to expose the different layers and features of the solar 
atmosphere.  
 
Three solar disk observing telescopes in coronal to EUV wavelengths that have 
greatly contributed to CME science are introduced here. (1) SOHO’s Extreme Ultraviolet 
Imaging Telescope (EIT, Delaboudiniere et al. 1995) provides observations of the full disk 
and up to 1.5 RSUN of the solar atmosphere in 171 Å, 195 Å, 284 Å, and 304 Å spectral 
emission lines, allowing us to observe plasmas in the temperature range of 104 – 106 K. 
(2) The Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI, Howard et al. 2008) on board the twin 
STEREO spacecraft observe the solar corona below 1.7 solar radii in 171 Å, 195 Å, 284 Å, 
and 304 Å channels. (3) The Advanced Imaging Assembly (AIA) (Lemen et al. 2012), 
onboard SDO (Pesnell et al. 2012) gives us pioneering tools to study CME source regions 
with its high cadence full Sun EUV observations in 94 Å, 131 Å, 171 Å, 193 Å, 211 Å, 304 Å, 
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and 335 Å, with temperature diagnostic capabilities covering the range from 6 x 104 – 2 x 
107 K. 
 
The energetics of a CME are best studied if we know the varying properties of their 
heterogenous components over spatial and temporal scales. In the case of the three-part 
CME, the temperatures and densities of the core, cavity, and front can span a few orders 
of magnitude, can be traveling at different speeds, and can have varying spatial 
dimensions. Hence, neither the field of view of a single imager, nor the diagnostic 
potential of a single wavelength band is sufficient to study the various parts of a single 
CME. A coordinated consortium of coronagraphs, multi-wavelength imagers, and 
spectrometers are required to diagnose and map the complete evolution of CMEs over 
distances sufficient to understand their complex evolution, dissect the intricacies of their 
different magnetic or plasma features and then follow their evolution over time. 
Implementing coordinated analysis of multi-instrument observations to a single solar 
event is challenging because of the different spatial resolutions, time resolutions, and 
fields of view of the various instruments. This will be explored in Chapters III and IV of 
this dissertation.  
 
CME cores are frequently made of a commonly observed feature in the solar 
atmosphere, an erupting filament. Often observed in EUV images, filaments are long 
tendrils of very cold and dense gas etched in the million-degree corona that are thermally 
and pressure isolated from the surrounded plasma. When observed at the limb, these 
structures are called prominences. The average filament length can vary between 104 – 
105 km (Bernasconi et al. 2005, Wang et al. 2010). They are primarily found all around 
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the border of polar coronal holes, between active regions or in their vicinity (intermediate 
filaments), and inside active regions (active filaments). Filaments found near coronal 
holes and active regions typically have larger lengths and longer lifetimes due to the stable 
nature of the environment they live in. They are called quiescent filaments, examples of 
which are shown in Figure I.5 (left). The longest filaments can cover the diameter of the 
Sun, as seen in the western hemisphere in He II emission SOHO/EIT image in Figure I.5 
(left), suggesting a connection between filaments and the large scale magnetic structure 
of the Sun (Parenti 2014).  
 
 
Figure I.5: (left) He II 304 Å SOHO/EIT images from February 23rd, 2004 showing 3 
quiescent filaments [Parenti 2014], (middle) erupting filament from May 3rd, 2013 seen 
as a bright emitting feature in SDO/AIA 131 Å, 171 Å, and 304 Å channels. Flare seen 
near the surface [Goddard Media Studios], (right) erupting filament from August 4th, 
2011 seen in SDO/AIA 304 Å as a dark feature indicating absorption properties [Kocher 
et al. 2018] 
 
The low temperatures of filaments mean they are composed of partially-ionized 
plasma, and their high densities imply they are optically thick in certain wavelengths. 
Hence, in prominent chromosphere lines such as He II 304 Å which is emitted at ~50,000 
K they appear darker than the surrounding quiet Sun. When observed in MK coronal 
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temperatures, they are either not seen or seen in absorption. Figure I.5 (right) shows an 
erupting filament as a dark absorbing feature against the hot chromosphere in 304 Å. If 
a solar feature is observed in ‘absorption’ in a specific wavelength band, it implies the 
atoms/molecules in the optically thick plasma made a transition from a lower to a higher 
energy level and a photon, emitted by the plasma in the background, was absorbed. This 
process results in the dark absorption feature along that line of sight of observation.  
 
Conversely, if a solar feature is observed as brighter than its background in a 
specific wavelength band – an emission feature – it implies the atoms/ions within the 
plasma made a higher-to-lower energy level transition, emitting additional energetic 
photons along the line of sight. This process results in the bright emission feature along 
that line of sight of observation. Figure I.5 (middle) is a composite image of three 
SDO/AIA wavelength channels observing an erupting filament and the surrounding 
corona in emission: 131 Å which observes the multi-million Kelvin active corona and 
flaring regions (hence the flaring loops are seen at the solar surface), 171 Å which observes 
the upper transition region and quiet corona, and 304 Å which observes the transition 
region and chromosphere. Composite images are extremely valuable in analyzing the 
multiple aspects of the filament eruption that a single wavelength filter cannot provide.    
 
Filaments are extremely important to CME dynamics because upon eruption, they 
frequently form the dense core of the three-part CME structure (House et al. 1981, Webb 
and Hundhausen, 1987, Gilbert et al. 2000, Zhang et al. 2001, Gopalswamy et al. 2003). 
Studies have also shown that energetics of CME cores forms a significant portion of the 
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energetics of the entire CME itself (Landi et al. (2010)); hence, filament observations are 
highly valuable to our understanding of processes involved in the onset of CMEs.  
 
 
In order to understand the energetics of filaments and CME cores (along with the 
other CME components) we need to be able to estimate the time and spatial evolution of 
their thermodynamic and kinetic properties at high cadence and spatial resolution. 
Remote-sensing observations of the corona in EUV, UV and X-Ray domains are mainly 
conducted using high-resolution spectrometers, narrow band imagers and broad band 
imagers. High-resolution spectrometers preserve diagnostic potential across the entire 
wavelength range of observations; however, their field of view is limited to narrow slices 
of the Sun (e.g. Hinode/EUV Imaging Spectrograph (EIS), Culhane et al. 2007). Wider 
slits can compromise the line profile resolution, creating confusion by blending nearby 
lines together. In using narrow slit observations to cover rapidly evolving and expansive 
events such as CMEs over larger areas of the Sun, we compromise on temporal resolution 
and simultaneity of the observed event (Landi and Miralles 2014). Narrow-band imagers 
on the other hand sum in each spatial pixel, all the spectral features within the wavelength 
range transmitted by the instrument’s coating and create a two-dimensional image over 
the entire field of view. Imagers such as SDO/AIA give us multi-wavelength full-Sun 
observations with 12 second cadence allowing for simultaneous and rapid visualization of 
CMEs and their various components. However, the lack of spectral resolution posed 
limitations on the diagnostic potential that spectral lines can provide. Nonetheless, with 
rigorous knowledge of the atomic physics involved in the formation of different emission 
and absorption lines of the solar spectrum, we are able to perform quantitative analysis 
of these narrow-band images via some cutting-edge diagnostic techniques.  
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For instance, responses of different wavelength filters to temperatures of plasmas 
along the line of sight can be used to determine the thermal distribution of plasmas 
everywhere in CMEs (e.g. Hannah and Kontar 2013).  Studies such as Gilbert et al. (2005), 
Gilbert et al. (2011), Landi & Reale (2013), Landi & Miralles (2014), Hannah & Kontar 
(2012, 2013), and Williams et al. (2013) developed techniques that measure properties of 
transient plasmas utilizing dark absorption features or bright emission features from EUV 
and X-ray images. Some of these techniques, the observations they utilize and the 
associated measurements are listed in Table I.1. An extensive review of absorption 
diagnostic results can be found in Gilbert et al. (2011).  
 
 
Table I.1. Some diagnostic techniques to measure density and temperature from EUV 
and X-Ray observations 
 
A recent study by Lee et al. (2017) demonstrated some of the abovementioned 
diagnostic techniques in their investigation of an erupting prominence and loops 
associated with a January 25th, 2012, CME observed by SDO/AIA first as absorption 
features, which then changed into emission features as the plasma heated up. They used 
a polychromatic diagnostic technique to compute column densities of the absorbing 
plasma, performed the Differential Emission Measure (DEM) analysis to compute 
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column densities and temperatures of the emitting plasma, estimated the mass of the 
erupting loops and prominence, and then computed the energetics and heating of these 
erupting features. Another study by Rodkin et al. (2017) performed DEM diagnostics on 
multi-wavelength SDO/AIA observations of a series of solar wind transients to derive 
averaged electron temperatures and densities of the associated CME plasma structures at 
five different times. However, in order to utilize derived CME plasma parameters to 
constrain models and validate the heating and acceleration processes, these parameters 
need to be derived at multiple points in the eruption at higher cadence while ensuring the 
evolution of the same transient plasma is tracked.  Chapters III and IV of this dissertation 
will explore the applications and limitation of EUV diagnostics on multi-wavelength 
observations of filament eruptions in detail.  
 
I.3.2. In-situ Observations: 
 
As CMEs expand into the outer corona they can be tracked by a variety of 
heliospheric instruments, such as: white-light coronagraphs, EUV telescopes, 
heliospheric imagers on board the twin-STEREO spacecraft, and white-light 
coronagraphs and EUV telescope on board SOHO. In addition to the evolution of their 
thermal and kinetic properties, the evolution of the various ionization states has proved 
itself an excellent tool for scientific investigations of CMEs. The heliospheric counterpart 
of CMEs, interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) (Zhao & Webb 2003) have been explored by 
spacecraft such as the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), WIND, Ulysses, and 
Helios. Using the unprecedented in-situ measurements drawn from their instruments, we 
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are now able to identify ICMEs using a combination of magnetic field, plasma, 
compositional, and energetic particle signatures (summarized in Zurbuchen & 
Richardson 2006).  
 
Magnetic field signatures of ICMEs are extensively documented. A well-organized 
subset of ICMEs called magnetic clouds (e.g. Klein and Burlaga 1982) have enhanced 
magnetic field, that rotates slowly through a large angle, have low proton temperatures, 
and low plasma beta (ratio of thermal and magnetic energies). A schematic of a magnetic 
cloud ICME headed to Earth, with the distinct twisted magnetic field, called a ‘flux rope’ 
like structure is shown in Figure I.6.  
 
Figure I.6. Schematic of an ICME configuration from Zurbuchen and Richardson 
(2006). The Sun is at the top and the Earth is at the bottom with the ICME propagating 
towards the Earth. The coronal plasma in the CME is shaded in yellow. The shock is 
propagating ahead of the CME plasma, with the turbulent sheath, where the magnetic 
field lines are kinked, between them. Contained within the CME is the Magnetic Cloud 
where the magnetic field lines are twisted by the CME.  
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The importance of ionic composition measurements near 1 AU can be understood 
by a process commonly referred to as ‘freeze-in’. The ion composition of plasma parcels 
(ambient solar wind and CME plasmas) is controlled by ionization and recombination 
processes. These atomic processes are in turn modulated by the local electron density, 
temperature, and speed of the parcel. Since the electron densities of solar wind plasmas 
typically drop due to expansion as they travel to higher altitudes above the solar surface, 
the ionization and recombination processes become less and less efficient until eventually 
they shut down, and the plasma ionization states stop evolving. This process is known as 
freeze-in and typically occurs between 1-5 solar radii for the ambient solar wind 
(Hundhausen et al. 1968, Hundhasusen, 1972, Bame et al. 1974, Buergi & Geiss, 1986, 
Geiss et al. 1995). Figure I.7 shows two freeze-in related plots from the literature.  
 
 
Figure I.7: (left) Schematic of electron temperature profile with increasing height away 
from the photosphere, marked with heights at which carbon (C), oxygen (O), silicon (Si), 
and iron (Fe) freeze-in. Modified from Geiss et al. (1995). (right) Landi et al. (2012) results 
of ionization profiles computed using inputs from a theoretical model for density, 
temperature and speed.  On the y-axis is the ratio of density of C4-6+ and O5-7+ to the 
frozen-in density of the same ion seen by SWICS, with increasing height away from the 
photosphere. Both plots show that C and O freeze-in a similar region close to the Sun. 
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Figure I.7 (left) is a schematic from Geiss et al. (1995) that shows electron 
temperature versus height above the solar surface. Approximate heights at which charge 
states of C, O, Si, and Fe are expected to be frozen-in are marked. The corresponding 
electron temperature of the solar wind plasma in the freeze-in region of the specific ion is 
given by the y-axis. Figure I.7 (right) is an important result from Landi et al. (2012) that 
shows the evolution of the relative abundance of the most abundant charge states of 
carbon and oxygen over heliocentric distance in the low solar corona. The ionic 
composition was calculated for a theoretical model for the plasma temperature, density, 
and outflow speed of an open magnetic flux line in a coronal hole as a function of distance 
from Cranmer et al. (2007). The first critical take-away from these plots is that the process 
of freeze-in occurs over a range of heliocentric distances, depending on the different ion 
species. Second, freeze-in is strongly dependent on the properties of the plasma, therefore 
expected to exhibit great variation between different solar wind plasmas and even the 
different components of the same CME (Figure I.4).  Third, in-situ charge state 
measurements of oxygen and carbon are excellent diagnostic tools of the solar corona, 
since they freeze-in relatively close to the Sun and are sufficiently well-resolved in time-
of-flight instruments such as ACE/SWICS. For instance, the O7+/O6+ ratio has been used 
in determining different properties of the solar wind (e.g. Zhao et al. 2009, 2014; 
Zurbuchen et al. 2000), and C6+/C4+ can be used to do the same with higher sensitivity 
(Landi et al. 2012). 
 
When the charge states freeze-in they retain characteristics that are determined by 
the electron temperature and density in the freeze-in region, thus carrying along a 
thermodynamic history of the CME parcel in the low corona. Hence, charge state 
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composition measurements in ICMEs made beyond the freeze-in region reveal 
information about plasma conditions and acceleration close to the Sun. Accordingly, in-
situ charge state ratios of heavy ions can be an effective diagnostic tool for studying 
coronal electron temperature, density, and wind velocity before freeze-in height in the 
corona (e.g. Zhao et al. 2009, 2014).  
 
 
Figure I.8. Schematic of measurement technique used by ACE/SWICS. Adapted from 
Gloeckler et al. (1998). The various steps are described in the text of Section I.3.2. 
 
 Central to the investigation presented in this dissertation, the Solar Wind Ion 
Composition Spectrometer (SWICS, Gloeckler et al. 1998) is a time-of-flight - energy mass 
spectrometer on ACE optimized for measurements of the chemical and isotopic 
composition of solar and interstellar matter. SWICS separates solar wind ions by their 
mass m, charge q, and energy E using a triple coincidence measurement procedure. A 
schematic of the instrumental technique adapted from Gloeckler et al. (1998) is shown in 
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Figure I.8 and is briefly described here. Ions entering the collimator pass through an 
electrostatic analyzer that allows specific energy/charge passband ions to enter. The 
admitted ion is post-accelerated through a fixed negative potential (Vd) after which it is 
incident on a thin carbon foil, triggering the ejection of secondary electrons. These 
electrons are accelerated towards a microchannel plate, where they trigger a ‘start signal’ 
when they hit it. The ion then travels a distance of 10 cm before hitting a final gold-plated 
solid-state detector that measures the energy of the particle. At the same time, the 
collision ejects other secondary electrons, that are accelerated towards a second 
microchannel plate, where they trigger a ‘stop signal’ upon arrival. The difference between 
the start and stop signal gives the time-of-flight measurement. The triple coincidence 
event occurs when a stop signal and energy signals are simultaneously recorded within 
200 ns of a start signal, and it allows to determine unambiguously the incident ion’s mass, 
charge, and energy. ACE/SWICS has provided the community with reliable observations 
of over 40 ions (von Steiger et al. 2000, Shearer et al. 2014), including the following 
commonly observed ion species in the solar wind: H+ , 3He1−2+ , 4He1−2+ , C2−6+ , N2−7+ , 
O2−8+ , Ne6−9+ , Mg6−12+ , Si6−12+ , S6−14+ , and Fe3−24+ since 1998. Proton density and speeds 
are available over averaged twelve-minute cadence, and ion densities, ion thermal speeds, 
and ion bulk speeds at one and two-hour cadence are available at the ACE Science Center 
online database3.   
 
 
 
 
3http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/ 
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Plasma signatures of ICMEs include unusually low proton temperatures (Gosling 
et al 1973, Richardson & Cane 1995), bidirectional supra-thermal electron beams (Gosling 
et al. 1987), and low electron temperature (Montgomery et al. 1974). Also, elements 
heavier than helium make up less than 2% of the Sun, however play an important role in 
the physics of CMEs. Plasma composition anomalies, relative to the composition of the 
ambient solar wind, are extremely effective ICME identifiers (Zurbuchen et al. 2003). 
Enhanced helium abundance relative to proton (Hirshberg et al. 1972), enhanced iron 
charge states (Lepri et al. 2001; Lepri & Zurbuchen 2004), and enhanced oxygen charge 
states (Rodriguez et al. 2004) are amongst the anomalies observed in different 
populations of ICMEs. Cane & Richardson (2003) identified ICMEs in near-Earth solar 
wind primarily using a combination of magnetic field and proton temperature signatures. 
Richardson & Cane (2004, 2010) refined their ICME identification technique by 
incorporating an analysis of the departures of plasma composition measurements from 
the expected values in the ambient solar wind. However, these signatures are considered 
with caution due to their event-to-event variability (Gosling 1993), making ICME 
identification a complicated yet intriguing science.  
 
I.3.3. The Remote- In-situ Connection:  
 
In-situ measurements and remote-sensing observations, discussed in the previous 
two chapters, are two vastly different types of measurements involving different 
instruments, observation techniques and analysis methods. Both classes of 
measurements have been the foremost contributors to our existing knowledge of transient 
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solar phenomena, such as CMEs. In-situ observations of ICMEs tell us about the state of 
the plasma after the freeze-in process. Remote-sensing observations of CMEs contribute 
to our understanding of CMEs immediately after eruption and near their coronal source. 
However, in-situ observations cannot inform us about the processes involved in the 
initiation of the CMEs. This is demonstrated by the fact that the ion composition of the 
CME before freeze-in cannot be determined directly from in-situ composition 
measurements, because the plasma temperature inferred from these measurements has 
little direct correlation with the actual temperature in the region before the freeze-in point 
(Landi et al. 2012). Conversely, remote-sensing observations of CMEs can tell us little 
about the final state of the plasma after the plasma has left the instrument’s field of view. 
Conducting coordinated investigations of remote-sensing and in-situ observations can be 
an excellent way to study the complete evolution of CMEs from their birth through freeze-
in, to their incidence in near-Earth space.  
 
Studies in the past decade such as Gruesbeck et al. (2011), Landi et al. (2012), 
Rodkin et al. (2017), and Zhao et al. (2017) have discussed and implemented techniques 
that use combinations of in-situ and remote-sensing measurements to provide additional 
insight into CME dynamics at their source and through their heliospheric evolution. For 
instance, Gruesbeck et al. (2011) used in-situ ionic charge state measurements of a 
January 27th, 2003 ICME from ACE/SWICS to constrain the early evolution of the CME 
plasma, focusing on the characteristic bi-modal nature of iron distribution with typical 
peaks at Fe10+ and Fe16+ (Lepri et al. 2001). By modeling the freeze-in condition of the 
CME using different temperature and density profiles, they concluded that the bi-modal 
iron charge distributions along with the observed carbon and oxygen distributions are 
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best matched if the CME plasma underwent rapid heating followed by rapid expansion 
from a high initial density before freeze-in.  
 
Landi et al. (2012) presented a new diagnostic technique that combined ion 
composition measurements from instruments such as ACE/SWICS and high-resolution 
spectral observations of the inner corona from instruments such as Hinode/EIS. The goal 
of this combination was to (1) utilize the strength of both observation techniques, (2) 
investigate the heating and acceleration mechanisms in the solar wind, and (3) 
understand and identify the origins of the solar wind. As a demonstration of the 
technique, the Cranmer et al. (2007) solar wind model was used as inputs to an ionization 
code to test against spectra and in situ measurements to determine whether the wind 
model predictions were realistic. They found that several changes to the input curves were 
necessary to reach a satisfactory agreement.  
 
Another novel method of connecting in-situ observations back to Sun was 
demonstrated by Zhao et al. (2017) in the form of their solar wind mapping technique, 
which maps the in-situ solar wind composition, plasma, and magnetic field 
measurements obtained by ACE back to the solar surface by a radial ballistic mapping 
technique from the spacecraft to 2.5 RSUN, followed by a Potential Field Source Surface 
extrapolation to the photosphere. The state-of-the-art techniques and models used are 
described in Zhao et al. (2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2017) and references within. Zhao et al. 
(2017) categorized the solar wind (into six types) based on the identified location of the 
wind’s coronal source regions using this mapping technique. 
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 In the very near future, the Parker Solar Probe mission will provide us with the 
first in-situ measurement of the outer-layers of our Sun’s atmosphere when its orbit 
around the Sun will bring it as close as 9-10 RSun. Combining their unprecedented in-situ 
measurements with remote-sensing and in-situ observations from Solar Orbiter and 
other heliospheric missions will be the prime challenges presented to our community. 
Investigations presented in this dissertation were intended to provide rigorous 
groundwork for connecting these diverse classes of observations and enable us to 
constrain the thermal evolution of CME plasmas between the Sun and Earth. 
 
I.4. CME Science Questions of Interest: 
 
I.4.1. In-situ Signatures of CME Processes in the Low Solar Corona: 
 
Section I.3.2 described some notable heavy-ion signatures that are used to identify 
geo-effective ICMEs in in-situ solar wind observations. These compositional 
measurements of transient plasma carry signatures of the thermal environment in which 
they traveled. For instance, more than 80% of ICMEs contain signatures of million-degree 
(coronal) temperatures via elevated ionic charge states (e.g. Lepri et al. 2001, Henke et al. 
2001, Richardson and Cane 2004). This consistent behavior has potential to lead us to 
the underlying coronal physical process that produced this peculiar plasma composition. 
For instance, the elevated charge states imply heating of that plasma parcel before those 
charge states froze-in and while the ICME plasma parcel continued to expand. This is 
thought to be a result of heating due to flare-related magnetic reconnection (described 
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below) which is often associated with CMEs (Rakowski et al. 2007, Lepri & Zurbuchen 
2004). Flares are localized explosive releases of energy in the range of 1021-1025 Joules in 
the form of electromagnetic radiation and energetic particles that appear as quick 
brightenings in the chromospheric, EUV, and X-Ray emission.  
 
What can we learn about processes that occur during CME initiation 
and acceleration via in-situ ICME observations? An in-depth look into this science 
question needs to be preceded by a discussion of the common mechanisms that lead to 
CME formation, eruption and the processes involved. In addition to remote-sensing and 
in-situ observations of CMEs and accompanying eruptive phenomena, such as filaments 
and flares, models of CME evolution and the underlying MHD theory are critical to the 
understanding of CMEs. Our scientific community relies on CME simulations and models 
to provide quantitative information on the physical processes that shape CMEs during 
eruption and their heliospheric evolution. CMEs are phenomena that involve so many 
different types of plasma emission, and whose properties span so many different orders 
of magnitude (spatial, temperature, temporal), that a comprehensive observation of a 
CME in all its manifestations is essentially impossible. Models are hence essential to tie 
the different observational pieces together, and also to provide information on what one 
cannot see while observing a single portion of a CME. 
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Figure I.9. (left) Flux Cancellation/Catastrophic model of CME initiation (Lin and 
Forbes (2000)) shows reconnection is required in the extended current sheet below the 
flux rope for it to be ejected. (right) Schematic of magnetic reconnection – that would 
be required in the current sheet of the Flux Cancellation model – where the vertical, 
oppositely-directed field lines would reconnect and result in flux rope ejection. Adapted 
from Webb and Howard (2012).  
 
 
While it is widely accepted that CMEs are triggered by magnetic eruptions, much 
ambiguity exists regarding the magnetic field configurations that cause the eruption. Flux 
cancellation (Moore and LaBonte 1980), shearing motions (Low, 1977), magnetic 
breakout model (Antiochos et al. 1999), and catastrophe-related triggering (Forbes, 
2000) are four of many proposed mechanisms (see review in Chen 2011).  A schematic of 
the catastrophic model is shown in Figure I.9 (left) (Lin and Forbes 2000, Lin 2004).  
Though there is no one-to-one relationship between flares and CMEs, this model 
describes both. The magnetic arcade (top) containing the flux rope at its core begins to 
rise, causing a current sheet to develop below it. The oppositely directly field lines 
converge and eventually reconnect. Magnetic reconnection refers to the dynamic 
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process of the breaking and reconnecting of oppositely directed magnetic field lines in a 
plasma and is central to many astrophysical phenomena. It is believed that energy is 
liberated in this process, adding mass and energy to the CME plasma (Webb and Howard 
2012), as the magnetic field energy is converted to plasma kinetic and thermal energy. 
This energy can also heat the low lying magnetic loops, travel down the loops to the 
chromosphere, and trigger a flare (brightening seen near the solar surface in Figure I.5 
(middle)).  
 
The mechanism responsible for CME onset is difficult to observe, and white light 
coronagraphs have been unsuccessful in providing us with an accurate description of 
features such as the current sheet described above and the underlying magnetic 
reconnection morphology. The nature of the current sheets can have significant effects on 
the characteristics of the CME plasma, and current sheet investigations are complicated 
by the fact that they vary greatly in their altitude above the corona (Lin et al. 2005), as 
well as duration of their lifespan. While we have current sheet density, temperature, and 
composition estimates from UV and EUV data (Ciaravella et al. 2002; Ko et al. 2003; 
Landi et al. 2010, 2012), the environment in which important processes such as 
reconnection occurs in the low solar corona continues to be an open question. Whether 
or not magnetic reconnection is necessary for CME eruptions is still debated in the 
community. Soft X-Ray and EUV brightenings are the most common remote observations 
used as evidence to support the central role of magnetic reconnection in CME eruptions 
(Chen 2011). What can we learn about processes that occur during CME 
initiation and acceleration via in-situ ICME observations? Chapter II of this 
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dissertation utilizes in-situ measurements of heavy ions in ICMEs to explore evidence of 
magnetic reconnection in the low solar corona.  
 
I.4.2. Evolution of Filament Composition in the Low Solar Corona: 
 
Filaments (described in Section I.3.1) have consistently fascinated solar scientists 
due to the high frequency of observations associated with CMEs. Based on white-light, 
microwave, and EUV remote-sensing observations, it is widely accepted that over 70% of 
all CMEs are associated with filament eruptions (e.g. Gopalswamy et al. 2003, Webb and 
Hundhausen 1987). The story of filament-CME relationship is less convincing on the in-
situ front however. The cool filament plasma (T~104 K) foster a significant fraction of 
neutrals and low states of the various heavy ions. The most evident limitation of observing 
this compositional make-up in-situ is our inability to measure neutral atoms. Lepri & 
Zurbuchen (2010) introduced a novel method to identify cold filamentary material in 
ACE/SWICS observations using low charge states of carbon, oxygen, and iron. An 
example of an ICME with the cold filamentary material (‘Cold ICME’) is shown in Figure 
I.10. They reported that all cold events between 1998 and 2007 were associated with 
ICMEs, all but one Cold ICME were associated with filament eruptions in remote-sensing 
observations, and out of the 283 ICMEs identified by Richardson & Cane (2010) from 
1998-2007, only 4% were Cold ICMEs.  
 
This fraction is significantly lower than the 70% of CMEs observed near the Sun 
associated with filament eruptions. This could be due to the rigid definitions of what a 
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Cold ICME is according to the Lepri & Zurbuchen (2010). It could also be due to the low 
filling factor of the filament within the ICME. For instance, Lee & Raymond (2012) 
investigated 10 ICMEs observed in SOHO/UVCS and showed an average filling factor of 
~10% of the low ionization state plasma in these events observed between 1.4 - 2.3 RSUN. 
This could be taken as concrete evidence that the lack of low ionization states observed by 
ACE results from the small probability of the spacecraft intercepting these cold regions. 
A recent study by Ding and Habbal (2017) of spectroscopic observation of the March 20th, 
2015 solar eclipse (Figure I.3) also found that 10% of redshifted plasmoids observed in Fe 
XIV emission had neutral and singly ionized plasma below 2x105 K, observed in filament 
anchored at the Sun at that time. They also notably concluded that cold filaments nestled 
in CME fronts maintain their ‘cold’ ionic composition as they are expanding away from 
the Sun. However, how does the composition of the filament’s plasma evolve in the low 
solar corona before freezing in? This is poorly understood. 
 
Some numerical modeling efforts have attempted to address the unknowns of 
filament composition evolution in the low solar corona. The diagnostic method proposed 
by Landi et al. (2012) as well as the Gruesbeck et al. (2011) study, both described in 
Section I.3.3, used a freeze-in ionization code to compute the composition of CME 
plasmas in the low solar corona, using inputs of density, temperature, and speed from 
theoretical models. Lynch et al. (2011) computed two-dimensional spatial distributions of 
C, O, Si, and Fe for CME simulations comparing initiation by flux cancellation (Reeves et 
al. 2010) and magnetic breakout (Lynch et al. 2008) processes. They found evidence of 
enhanced heavy-ion charge states in the CME plasma formed as a consequence of flare 
heating during eruption initiation. Rakowski et al. (2007) investigated the time-evolution 
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of ionization of various elements using a model of CME hydrodynamic evolution and 
compared them with in-situ ion composition measurements in CMEs. They concluded 
that the CME core plasma required further heating following filament eruptions, with the 
thermal energy input comparable to the kinetic energy. A following study by Rakowski et 
al. (2011) modeled a filament eruption as an expanding spheromak to understand the 
heating and evolution of CMEs via non-equilibrium ionization modeling. The 
investigation concluded that while the spheromak configuration was a reasonable 
approximation for the magnetic topology of CMEs, other means of energization are 
necessary to justify the degree of rapid heating observed. However, these models of 
ionization and heating are seldom constrained with observation-based estimates of 
filament dynamics and kinematics.  
 
A fundamental assumption made in looking for filamentary material in in-situ data 
is the fact that plasma remains ‘cold’ when the charge states freeze-in; hence, low charge 
states are the evident observational signatures that are sought out. However, since 
measurements of the evolution of the composition of filamentary material in the low solar 
corona are rare, it is not well understood how the filamentary material is affected by well-
documented low coronal processes, such as flare heating. For instance, the ICME shown 
in Figure I.10 also shows signatures of very hot plasma, in the form of high charge states 
of iron, indicating flare-heated plasma. It is plausible that (parts of) the filament also 
experiences heating in the low solar corona, hence altering their compositional make-up. 
The high density of filamentary material implies the charge states freeze-in much farther 
in the corona than what is expected of the ambient solar wind (Howard et al. 2015), giving 
it more time to evolve. Quantifying how the composition of filamentary plasmas 
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evolve in the low solar corona before freeze-in is essential to improving our 
understanding of Earth-incident ICMEs, connecting low coronal processes 
to ICME behavior in the Earth’s neighborhood. This question drives the analysis 
and discussion presented in Chapters III and IV of this dissertation.  
 
 
Figure I.10. Above is a multi-panel plot of ACE/SWICS observations of an ICME. The 
top panel is proton density (a), followed by proton temperature (b), proton speed (c), 
magnitude of magnetic field (d), followed by average charge states of iron (e), oxygen (f), 
and carbon (g). The start of the ICME is shown as the solid red line, and the end of the 
ICME is the dashed red line. The region within the ICME highlighted yellow is the cold 
plasma, identified by the low charge states of Fe, C, and O. [Lepri and Zurbuchen (2010)] 
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I.4.3. High Cadence Estimates of Filament Energetics Evolution in the 
Low Solar Corona: 
 
Energy budgets are a prime starting point for understanding the physics of 
astrophysical phenomena. Quantifying the energy budget of CMEs is especially important 
due to their relevance to society and science (Section I.1). The energy budgets of CMEs 
include contributions from magnetic energy, kinetic energy, potential energy, thermal 
energy, energetic particles, and ionization energy (Murphy et al. 2011). Additionally, 
several studies over the past two decades have shown that heating plays a major role in 
the energy budget of CMEs (Akmal et al. 2001, Fillipov and Koutchmy 2002, Lee et al. 
2009, Rakowski et al. 2007, Landi et al. 2010). CME models and simulations are seldom 
constrained by rigorous observations. Coupling between models and observations could 
lead to breakthroughs; however, models are not always built to predict many observables, 
and observations are often too limited to provide definitive answers. Bridging this gap 
between models and observations can help answer critical questions of processes leading 
up to eruption and through the CME evolution. 
 
(a) In order to constrain models of CME birth and evolution, we need 
rigorous measurements of the evolution of the energetics of varying CME 
components over longer periods of time and at higher cadences. 
 
In their analysis of the Hinode/EIS spectra of a CME core, Landi et al. (2010) 
concluded the core was made of two different plasma components moving coherently but 
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with different temperatures, filling factors, and densities. This heterogeneity implies that 
performing averaged analysis over the largescale filament structures can introduce 
avoidable inaccuracies in subsequent measurements and over-simplify the physics 
involved, causing us to lose the nuances of the varying physical processes acting on the 
erupting filament. 
 
(b) It is important that smaller regions of filamentary plasma be 
analyzed as separate entities while they are tracked at high cadences. 
 
Estimates of how the different physical properties and energetics of CMEs 
evolves over time is the third open question explored in this dissertation. 
Points (a) and (b) mentioned above are goals incorporated into answering 
this question. This is addressed in Chapters III and IV of this dissertation. 
 
I.5. Dissertation Map: 
 
 
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are one of the largest manifestations of solar 
activity, consequential to an array of societal and scientific spheres, and studied through 
a diverse range of techniques and observations. This dissertation advocates the 
importance of, develops, and demonstrates techniques to study Earth-bound CMEs using 
an array of different instruments with different capabilities and measurement techniques. 
Three main scientific questions are posed, described in Section I.4. 
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What can we learn about processes that occur during CME 
initiation and acceleration via in-situ ICME observations? 
 
In Chapter II of this dissertation we address this question through the detailed 
analysis of Interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) which contain periods of anomalous heavy-ion 
charge state composition and peculiar ion thermal properties. Distinct intervals of 
significantly low abundances of fully-charged species of helium, carbon, oxygen, and 
nitrogen were uncovered. Defining ICME events with these intervals as 'Depleted ICMEs’, 
45% of all ICMEs measured by ACE/SWICS from 1998-2011 meet this criterion. 
Comparisons with CME model results were used to explore the connection between these 
ubiquitous ICME anomalies and the process of magnetic reconnection in the tail of CMEs. 
 
 
How does the composition of filamentary plasmas evolve in the 
low solar corona? 
 
In Chapter III, a case-study of an ICME observed at L1 is presented, and the ICME 
is traced back to the low solar corona using SOHO/LASCO and STEREO/SECCHI 
observations. The filament associated with this CME eruption is tracked in multi-
wavelength SDO/AIA and STEREO/EUVI images in an attempt to monitor the behavior 
of its plasma at high cadence. The evolution of electron density and thermal structure are 
determined using an EUV absorption diagnostic technique, and kinematics are 
determined using synchronized multi-wavelength observations. These diagnostic results 
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from remote-sensing observations are used to construct the ionization history of the CME 
core plasma in-order to connect to in-situ values after freeze-in. 
 
How do the physical properties and energetics of different parts 
of CMEs evolve at high cadence in the low solar corona? 
 
In Chapter III, high cadence measurements of density, temperature, and 
composition are presented for different plasma parcels tracked within the erupting 
filament. However, these measurements were based on column density and temperature 
determination from an existing diagnostic technique that neglected the He II emission 
contribution in the 304 Å channel from SDO/AIA measurements.  
 
In Chapter IV a new diagnostic technique is presented that uses EUV and UV 
observations and notably allows for contributions from both absorption and emission to 
be considered. The diagnostic technique is applied to the filament eruption introduced in 
Chapter III and the results are compared. The results of this investigation allow for a more 
robust examination of the behavior of CME core dynamics at high cadence and determine 
the time evolution of the CME core energetics in the low solar corona.  
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CHAPTER II 
Anatomy of Depleted Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections 
Results presented in this chapter are published in the Astrophysical Journal | Vol 834 | 
# 2 article, ‘Anatomy of Depleted Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections’ 
 
Results presented in this chapter are supported by analysis outlined in the Appendix 
 
II.1. Preface: 
 
In situ charge state measurements of oxygen and carbon have long been used as a 
diagnostic tool of the solar corona. For example, the O7+/O6+ ratio is used in distinguishing 
between different solar wind types (Zurbuchen et al. 2000; Zhao et al. 2009, 2014). This 
is principally possible for two reasons. First, the oxygen charge states freeze-in close to 
the Sun 1.0–1.9 RSUN for O7+ and O6+. Second, oxygen is the most abundant element after 
hydrogen and helium (Grevesse & Sauval 1998, Grevesse et al. 2007), with measurements 
high enough and sufficiently well-resolved to be statistically relevant. Charge states of 
carbon ions can also be measured with comparable accuracy (von Steiger & 
Zurbuchen 2011), and C5+ and C6+ are predicted to freeze-in between 1.16 and 1.26 RSUN, 
making carbon ion ratios an additional tool for robust solar wind diagnosis in the solar 
corona (Landi et al. 2012). 
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Figure I.7 (left) shows the schematic of the temperature profile of the corona, with 
the freeze-in location estimates for carbon, oxygen, silicon, and iron. Since carbon and 
oxygen charge states freeze-in in a similar region above the solar corona they are expected 
to have correlated behavior. Hence, we would expect the compound ratio 
(C6+/C5+)/(O7+/O6+) ("R" hereafter) to be approximately constant after the freeze-in 
height in the low solar corona. Anomalies in this ratio in ICMEs were first reported by 
Cane & Richardson (2003), attributing them to potential instrumental effects. However, 
a recent study by Zhao et al. (2016) investigated the anomalies in R in the slow solar wind 
(v < 500 km s−1), excluding ICME events. They found the anomalous slow wind to be 
denser and slightly slower than the average bulk slow wind, with approximately 
comparable charge state distribution, with the exception of a substantial decrease in the 
abundance of fully stripped ions as well as significantly lower ion temperatures. They 
suggest that this depletion of fully stripped ions in the slow wind could be a signature of 
magnetic reconnection between open field lines and closed coronal loops in the solar 
corona. 
 
In-situ observations are gold mines of unique compositional traits consistently 
found in large populations of ICMEs that can be used as identifiers to isolate them from 
the ambient solar wind (Section I.3.2). In this study we examine the peculiar behavior of 
the R compound ratio measured during ICMEs by the ACE/SWICS instrument from 1998 
to 2011. Similar to Zhao et al. (2016), we focus on the portion of solar wind measurements 
where the C6+/C5+ ratios depart from their expected correlation with O7+/O6+ by isolating 
instances of low R ratio. Instances of this deviation in in-situ solar wind data will be 
referred to as "anomalous wind." This anomalous behavior is of interest because it 
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challenges our understanding of the freeze-in process and holds potential clues to the 
acceleration of the solar wind and to physical processes that modified the plasma at its 
source in the corona. We report the existence of the anomalous wind in a substantial 
population of ICMEs ("depleted ICMEs" hereafter) and study them in an effort to 
understand the processes occurring in the low corona during the onset of CMEs. We 
investigate the depleted ICMEs with three main goals: (1) to study the thermal and 
compositional structure of the depleted ICME plasma; (2) to scrutinize how these 
properties are different in the plasma surrounding the depleted ICME, and the ICMEs 
where this anomalous behavior is absent; (3) to understand the processes in CME 
initiation that shape this anomalous composition within the depleted ICME. 
 
This chapter is organized in the following manner. Section II.2 describes the 
measurements used in this investigation. Sections II.3 introduces the compositional 
anomalies detected in the solar wind at L1 and their relationship with ICME observations. 
In Sections II.3.4.1 – II.3.4.2 present a comparative analysis of the plasma dynamics and 
plasma composition signatures of the different regions of the depleted ICME and the 
ICMEs where this anomalous behavior is absent. Section II.4 summarizes the major 
finding of this report and a potential hypothesis of processes at the coronal source of the 
depleted ICME are presented.  
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II.2. Overview of Measurements: 
 
 
In this study, solar wind plasma data from 1998 February to 2011 August are 
considered. The analysis covered most of solar cycle 23 and a portion of the ascending 
phase of cycle 24. Plasma composition measurements from ACE/SWICS (described in 
Section I.3.2) are used. Two-hour cadence solar wind heavy-ion temperatures, speeds, 
and composition measurements are used from the ACE/SWICS data sets. This 
investigation also takes advantage of the recently released twelve-minute cadence solar 
wind proton data from the auxiliary channel on the SWICS instrument. 
These ACE/SWICS proton measurements are cross-calibrated and in good agreement 
with the ACE/SWEPAM and WIND/SWE proton measurements. The ionic charge states 
in the ICMEs that ACE/SWICS measures with statistically relevant resolution are 
considered: H1+, He2+, C4-6+, N4-7+, O5-8+, Ne8-9+, Mg8-10+, Si9-12+, S10-14+, and Fe6-20+. The ICME 
list compiled by Richardson & Cane (2004, 2010) from the ACE level 3 data product is 
used to identify ICMEs. 
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II.3. Observations: 
II.3.1. Anomalous Wind: 
 
Figure II.1. C6+/C5+ vs. O7+/O6+ on logarithmic axes with proton speed on the third color-
coded axis using ACE/SWICS measurements from 1998 to 2011. The blue line 
represents the expected trends between the carbon and oxygen charge states. The red 
line represents the threshold that isolates anomalous wind with low C6+/C5+ density. All 
observations below the red line are anomalous solar wind observations. 
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Short and frequent intervals of anomalous wind (solar wind plasmas where 
C6+/C5+ and O7+/O6+ depart from a direct correlation) are observed between 1998 and 2011 
in solar wind ACE/SWICS heavy-ion composition data (Zhao et al. 2016). Plotted in 
Figure II.1 is the logarithm of C6+/C5+ (y-axis) and O7+/O6+ (x-axis), with the average proton 
speed of measurements plotted as a color histogram in the z-direction. The main 
population in Figure II.1 shows the high correlation of the oxygen and carbon charge state 
ratios, with the blue line indicating a linear fit made between these two quantities. 
However, it is clear that there is a leg that departs from the expected correlation where 
the plasma has high O7+/O6+ values but a wide range of lower C6+/C5+ values. It is this 
leg that contains the anomalous wind, appearing during the anomalous slow wind events 
discussed by Zhao et al. (2016) and the depleted ICME events that will be described in 
detail in the following sections. Periods where the C6+/C5+ and O7+/O6+ density ratios defy 
the expected correlation (blue line) are separated by a threshold (red line). All 
measurements that fall below this red line are identified as the anomalous wind. 
 
The threshold that separates the anomalous wind from the main body of solar wind 
observations was defined using the compound ratio R. The foremost criterion in the 
threshold choice was to isolate the largest pool of anomalous wind observations while 
excluding normal composition behavior. The threshold was chosen after following three 
approaches. (1) First, the average and standard deviation of the −log R of all the 
measurements between 1998 and 2011 are calculated, and the threshold is set as the 
average +2 standard deviations. (2) The second set of thresholds was obtained repeating 
the same procedure as (1) for each year, resulting in a set of annual thresholds. (3) The 
third set was determined by averaging all the thresholds obtained in (2), since their values 
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turned out to be very similar. The threshold described in (3), where a single threshold 
value that is the average of the 14 annual values for 1998–2011, isolated the greatest 
population of anomalous wind. This represents 5.3% of solar wind measurements from 
1998–2011 and is used in this analysis. Mathematically, the measurements where the 
following equation holds true are classified as anomalous wind: 
 
log10R < 0.15                             Equation II.1	
where R = (C6+/C5+)/(O7+/O6+) 
 
Figure II.2 shows a schematic of the different categories across which the anomalous wind 
exists, based on its proton speed. 48% of the anomalous observations have proton speeds 
less than 500 km s−1	(excluding all ICMEs, described in Zhao et al. 2016), and 51% of the 
wind coincides with ICMEs, which we investigate in this study. Only 1% of all anomalous 
observations coincide with non-ICME observations and have proton speeds greater than 
500 km s−1. These are excluded from this analysis. Additionally, 70% of the anomalous 
ICME observations have proton speeds less than 500 km s−1, in addition to the anomalous 
non-ICME slow wind, as shown in Figure II.1. 
 
While the current study isolates the anomalous wind using a technique different 
from that used by Zhao et al. (2016), both studies identify similar regimes of anomalous 
behavior: Zhao et al. (2016) found 49.4% of anomalous wind within ICMEs, 49.6% 
coinciding with slow non-ICME wind, and only 1% with fast non-ICME wind 
observations. 
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Figure II.2. Schematic depicting the different classes of anomalous wind. This 
consists mostly of slow proton speed wind (<500 km s−1) (described in Zhao et al. 2016) 
and ICME observations (current study). 
 
II.3.2. Depleted ICMEs and the Depletion Region: 
 
Out of the 341 ICMEs reported by Richardson & Cane (2010) between 1998 and 
2011, a total of 148 were found to contain periods of anomalous wind, representing 
approximately 44% of all ICMEs observed at 1 AU as seen in Figure II.2. These will 
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henceforth be reported as "depleted ICMEs" and are the events under investigation in 
this report. The depleted ICMEs represent approximately 5% of all solar wind 
observations between 1998 and 2011. The number of depleted ICMEs is most abundant 
during the solar maximum years of 2000–2002, while no depleted ICMEs are reported 
from 2007 to 2009 during solar minimum. 
 
Figure II.3 shows a depleted ICME from 2003 with the R ratio on the top panel 
followed by proton density, proton speed, and proton temperature. The proton 
temperature is calculated from the thermal speed reported by ACE/SWICS following 
Shearer et al. (2014) as: 
 𝑇"#$ = &'() *+,-./                                         Equation II.2. 
 
where vth is the thermal speed of the ion, mion is the mass of the ion, and kb is the 
Boltzmann constant. 
 
The five primary regions of the depleted ICME are marked 1–5 in the Figure II.3. 
Region 3 is called the "Depletion Region," and represents the portion of the depleted 
ICME where the anomalous wind is predominantly detected. For example, in the top 
panel of Figure II.3 the R ratio is predominantly below the black threshold line (M = 0.15) 
in the Depletion Region. Regions 2 and 4 indicate the remainder of the depleted ICME, 
i.e., the region of the depleted ICME where the anomalous wind is absent. Regions 1 and 
5 represent the plasma within 6 hours before and 6 hours after the depleted ICME, 
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respectively, and correspond to the unperturbed solar wind before and after the CME 
event. In order to ensure this wind is unperturbed we exclude statistics of the 20% of 
depleted ICMEs where we detected adjacent ICMEs in regions 1 and 5, from the analysis 
of these two regions. 
 
 
Figure II.3. A depleted ICME that intercepted ACE/SWICS between 2003 August 4–6, 
reported by Richardson & Cane (2010). The top panel shows log10 R, with the 
threshold = 0.15 denoted by the horizontal black line. The successive panels show the 
proton parameters: density, speed, and temperature. The depletion region is 
highlighted in red (Region 3), remaining ICME labeled as Regions 2 and 4, and the 
surrounding wind labeled as Regions 1 and 5. 
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The location and size of the Depletion Region within the depleted ICME was 
variable across the 148 depleted ICME cases between 1998 and 2011. 40% of the depleted 
ICMEs had associated magnetic clouds compared to 30% of all ICMEs with associated 
magnetic clouds, according to the Richardson & Cane (2010) magnetic cloud list. 
 
II.3.3. Relationship of the Depleted ICME with Common ICME 
Signatures: 
 
The alpha-to-proton ratio is perhaps the oldest composition indicator used for 
ICME identification. Hirshberg et al. (1971) found regions where He2+/H1+ values were 
enhanced following interplanetary shocks, compared to their normal solar wind values. 
The enhancement in He2+/H1+ was confirmed as a sufficient signature of ICMEs by studies 
such as Richardson & Cane (2004); however, the enhanced He2+/H1+ is not a necessary 
signature. The ratio of O7+/O6+ > 1 was additionally found to be a sufficient indicator in 
some populations of ICMEs (Henke et al. 2001; Zurbuchen et al. 2003). CME modeling 
efforts by Lynch et al. (2011) predicted an enhanced ring of O7+/O6+ around the core in 
their simulation of the flux cancellation initiation model (described in Reeves et al. 2010). 
Additionally, enhanced iron charge states have also been established as excellent 
indicators of ICMEs in in situ observations (Lepri et al. 2001; Lepri and 
Zurbuchen 2004). The Lynch et al. (2011) CME simulations also found mean high iron 
charge states in a similar ring around the core. 
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Studies have attributed enhanced He2+/H1+ ratios to possible large-scale transport 
of helium ions by powerful CME explosions (Neugebauer et al. 1997), while enhanced iron 
charge states and high O7+/O6+ compared to normal solar wind have been described as 
signatures of high-temperature reconnection material supplied to the CME during 
eruption. The depleted ICMEs and their corresponding Depletion Regions respond to 
these common ICME signatures (summarized in Zurbuchen and Richardson 2006) as 
follows: 
 
A. Depleted ICME compared to its surrounding plasma: 
 
The He2+/H1+ ratio does not change significantly on average between the depleted 
ICME (Regions 2, 3, and 4) and its surrounding plasma (Regions 1 and 5). On the other 
hand, the O7+/O6+ ratio and ⟨Q⟩Fe show significant enhancement in the depleted ICME 
compared to its surrounding plasma in a majority of the depleted ICME cases. Such 
enhancement is not unexpected, and similar to conclusions drawn for ICMEs by existing 
in situ and modeling studies (discussed above) that find strong evidence of heightened 
electron temperatures in CMEs in these parameters. However, the behavior of the 
He2+/H1+ abundances in depleted ICMEs lack the expected enhancement observed by 
previous ICME studies. 
 
B. Depletion Region compared to the remaining depleted ICME: 
 
The He2+/H1+ ratio is lower in the Depletion Region (Region 3) compared to the 
remaining plasma in the depleted ICME (Regions 2 and 4). Again, the O7+/O6+ ratio 
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and ⟨Q⟩Fe are further enhanced in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining 
plasma of the depleted ICME. 
 
C. Depleted ICME plasma outside the Depletion Region compared to the 
non-depleted ICMEs: 
 
He2+/H1+, O7+/O6+, and ⟨Q⟩Fe do not demonstrate any significant trends in the 
difference between their behaviors in the depleted ICME plasma outside the Depletion 
Region (Regions 2 and 4) and the non-depleted ICMEs. 
 
While a majority of the depleted ICMEs demonstrate strong signatures of elevated 
plasma freeze-in temperatures (as discussed in (A)), our findings in (B) and (C) show that 
the signatures are strongest in the Depletion Region within the depleted ICMEs. 
Additionally, based on O7+/O6+ and ⟨Q⟩Fe, without the Depletion Region, the depleted 
ICMEs are indistinguishable from the non-depleted ICMEs. The significance of low 
helium/proton abundances in the Depletion Region is discussed in Section II.4. 
 
II.3.4. Comparison of Different Regions of Interest: 
 
Presented here is a comparative analysis of the in-situ properties of the five regions 
of the 148 depleted ICMEs along with the 193 non-depleted ICMEs using ACE/SWICS 
plasma composition measurements. Since these composition measurements are 
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determined by plasma properties near the Sun, trends in the ion thermal and 
compositional properties are useful to determine the conditions in the low solar corona 
where the depleted ICMEs and Depletion Regions were initiated, and additional 
processes that might have contributed to these anomalies.  
 
The three modes of comparison are as follows: (1) depleted ICME (Regions 2, 3, 4) 
with plasma surrounding the depleted ICME (Regions 1, 5), (2) Depletion Region (Region 
3) with the remaining depleted ICME (Regions 2, 4), and (3) depleted ICME outside the 
Depletion Region (Regions 2, 4) with the non-depleted ICMEs. Comparing the plasma 
properties in these regions allows for inferences on the structure of the depleted ICMEs 
and the Depletion Region within, detailed statistics of which are provided in the 
Appendix of this dissertation. The key highlights of our findings are summarized here. 
 
II.3.4.1. Anatomy of the Depleted ICME: 
 
a. The proton temperature was lower in the depleted ICME compared to the plasma 
around it, consistent with previous studies that identify proton temperature depressions 
among the most prominent features of ICMEs (e.g. Richardson & Cane 1995, Mulligan et 
al. 1999), attributing the behavior to CME expansion during eruption and propagation 
through the heliosphere. 
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Figure II.4. Panels 1–5 show the mean values of the relative ion-proton temperature 
ratio of Fe7,10+, S10+, Si9+, N4+, C4+, O8+, and C6+ in five regions of interest within the 
depleted ICMEs. The corresponding mean relative ion-proton temperature ratios in 
non-depleted ICMEs are represented with horizontal dotted lines across all panels. 
 
b. The absolute ion kinetic temperatures of a majority of heavy ions were also depressed 
in the depleted ICME compared to the plasma surrounding it, reiterating thermodynamic 
cooling due to CME plasma volumetric expansion. 
c. Figure II.4 shows the mean values of the logarithm of the relative ion-proton 
temperature ratios (T[XN+]/T[H1+]) in the five regions of the depleted ICMEs as well as 
the non-depleted ICMEs for several ions. The ion/proton temperature ratios are higher 
in depleted ICMEs compared to plasma in the surrounding wind. This is conceivably a 
signature of additional heating at the source region of the depleted ICME. We suggest 
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this heating competes with the cooling due to adiabatic expansion as discussed in (a) and 
(b) and surpasses it, resulting in the higher ion/proton temperature ratios. 
 
d. The ionization distributions of Ne, Si, S, and Fe were skewed toward higher charge 
states in the depleted ICME compared to the surrounding wind, providing further 
evidence of elevated electron temperatures at the depleted ICME source. 
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Figure II.5. Panels 1–5 show the mean values of the logarithm of the ratio of the 
abundance of [C6+, N7+, O8+] (fully stripped) and [Ne8+, Mg9+, Fe10+] to the total abundances 
of their respective elements in five regions of interest within the depleted ICMEs. The 
corresponding mean abundance ratios in non-depleted ICMEs are represented with 
horizontal dotted lines across all panels. 
 
 
Figure II.6. Panels 1–5 show the mean values of the logarithm of the ratio of the 
abundance of Mg10+, S13-14+, Si12+, C5+, N6+, O7+, Ne9+, and Fe16+ to the total abundances of their 
respective elements in the five regions of interest within the depleted ICMEs. The 
corresponding mean abundance ratios in non-depleted ICMEs are represented with 
horizontal dotted lines across all panels. 
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II.3.4.2. Anatomy of the Depletion Region: 
 
Figures II.5 and II.6 show the mean values of the logarithm of the ratio of the 
abundance of the charge states of several ions to the total abundance of their respective 
elements (n[XN+]/n[X]) in the 5 regions of the depleted ICMEs as well as the non-depleted 
ICMEs. Standard deviations are not depicted in Figures II.4 - II.6 due to their large 
values; instead, the distributions of the ion properties were analyzed. Figure II.7 
summarizes our findings of the percentage of depleted ICMEs in which the ratio of the 
abundance of the charge states of an ion to the total abundance of its element [XN+/X] are 
enhanced/depleted in the Depletion Region (Region 3) compared to the remaining 
plasma in the depleted ICME (Regions 2 and 4).  
 
 
Figure II.7. In the above schematic, each bar represented the percentage of depleted 
ICMEs in which the ratio of the abundance of the charge states of an ion to the total 
abundance of its element [Xn+/X] are enhanced/depleted in the Depletion Region 
(Region 3) compared to the remaining plasma in the depleted ICME (Regions 2 and 4). 
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Figures II.5-II.7 reveal distinct ordering in the behavior of the ionic charge states 
in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining plasma of the depleted ICME. We 
summarize them here. 
 
(1)  The abundance ratios of the lower charge states of nitrogen (N4-5+), oxygen (O5-6+), 
neon (Ne8+), silicon (Si9-10+), sulphur (S10-12+), and iron (Fe6-11+) to the total abundance of 
their respective elements, are slightly lower in the Depletion Region compared to the 
remaining depleted ICME plasma. Mean values of these abundance ratios for Ne8+, 
Mg9+, and Fe10+ are shown in Figure II.5. 
(2)  The abundance ratios of the higher charge states (up to the second highest charge 
states) of nitrogen (N6+), oxygen (O7+), neon (Ne9+), silicon (Si11-12+), sulphur (S13-14+), and 
iron (Fe12-20+) to the total abundance of their respective elements, are slightly higher in the 
Depletion Region compared to the remaining depleted ICME plasma. Mean values of the 
abundance ratios for several of these ions are shown in Figure II.6. 
(3)  The abundance ratios of the fully stripped charge states of helium (He2+/H) (see 
Section II.3.3), carbon (C6+/Ctotal), oxygen (O8+/Ototal), and nitrogen (N7+/Ntotal) are heavily 
depleted in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining ICME plasma by factors 
ranging from 1.25–1.7 on average. This is the most significant difference and the stark 
depletion of fully stripped ions compared to other ions in Region 3 is seen in Figure II.5. 
(4)  From Figures II.4-II.6 we can also infer that the ionic and compositional properties 
of the depleted ICMEs outside the Depletion Region (Regions 2 and 4) are similar to the 
non-depleted ICMEs. 
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II.4. Discussion: 
 
The Depletion Region has a unique compositional anatomy, with depleted fully 
stripped ions as its most distinct feature. This section presents an investigation of the 
feasibility of some scenarios that could preferentially remove the fully stripped ions from 
this plasma within depleted ICME, leaving its remaining composition mostly intact. 
 
The analysis presented in the previous sections suggests that the signatures of 
thermal heating are most intense in the Depletion Region, i.e., the ion/proton kinetic 
temperature ratios are higher and the ion abundances of the high charge states of Ne, Si, 
S, and Fe are further enhanced in the Depletion Region (Region 3) compared to the 
remaining plasma in the depleted ICME (Regions 2 and 4). Additionally, based on the 
thermal and compositional parameters summarized in Sections II.3.3 and II.3.4 it can be 
concluded that the depleted ICME outside the Depletion Region is indistinguishable from 
all other ICMEs. This means the Depletion Region plasma at the CME origin was subject 
to a process that did not affect the rest of the depleted ICME plasma. Also, the Depletion 
Region must have been formed near or beyond the freeze-in height because at coronal 
temperatures, ongoing ionization would replenish the fully stripped He, C, N, and O, 
which we do not see. This implies the density is low enough to shut down ionization in the 
Depletion Region source. 
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Zhao et al. (2016) proposed reconnection between a closed field line and an open 
magnetic loop in the corona as a possible scenario to create anomalous wind parcels, 
which had significantly depleted C6+, similar to our Depletion Region. Since magnetic 
reconnection (Section I.4.1) plays a significant role in CME eruptions, we consider the 
possibility of a reconnection region being the source of the Depletion Region plasma 
based on the following arguments: 
 
a.  Magnetic reconnection can generate significant thermal energy, which could cause the 
rapid heating in the Depletion Region. 
b.  Reconnection in current sheets that trail CMEs can occur near the freeze-in regions of 
various ions, thus potentially acting on plasma with sufficiently low density to be beyond 
the freeze-in point. 
 
The question arises whether our knowledge of processes within the reconnection 
region can explain the depletion of He2+, C6+, N7+, and O8+ in the Depletion Region. In order 
to carry out a preliminary investigation of this we consider two state-of-the-art CME 
simulations: (1) Manchester (2003) presented a 2.5D MHD simulation of a CME eruption 
resulting from magnetically sheared arcades using the ZEUS-2D code (Stone & 
Norman 1992a, 1992b). The current sheet extends between 1.18–1.3 RSUN and shows true 
tearing mode instabilities with magnetic islands. (2) Manchester et al. (2004) presented 
a 3D MHD model of the time-dependent generation and propagation of an Earth-bound 
CME using the Block Adaptive Tree Solar-Wind Roe Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US) code 
(see Powell et al. 1999; Groth et al. 2000 for description). The current sheet in this 
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simulation extends between 3 and 7 RSUN. The current sheet in the Manchester (2003) 
simulation is formed close to the expected freeze-in region, and that in the Manchester et 
al. (2004) simulation is formed well beyond the freeze-in region, providing us with a 
range of qualitative estimates for the location above the corona we expect the Depletion 
Region to be formed. Instants in both CME eruptions were chosen where the current sheet 
appeared to be well formed with minimum thickness, strong outflows, and substantial 
length. 
 
We proposed that in order for the fully stripped ions to be depleted in a large fraction of 
ICMEs, these ions were either: 
(1)  accelerated out of the plasma by a process in the reconnection region; we examined 
the behavior of an energetic proton beam produced in the reconnection region to 
investigate this possibility; or 
(2)  left behind from the plasma parcel from the very beginning due to a differential 
pick-up ion scenario; we examined the findings of Drake et al. (2009) to investigate this 
possibility. 
 
An energetic beam created in the reconnection region that favored the acceleration 
of fully stripped charge states over all other charge states would explain the compositional 
anatomy we see in the Depletion Region. Protons are the most abundant element in the 
solar atmosphere and possess the greatest potential to impart substantial momentum to 
the ions. Energetic electrons, on the other hand, are too light to provide such momentum, 
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and other heavy ions are too few to have significant effect on the plasma. Hence, we 
propose that the energetic protons would Coulomb collide with the fully stripped ions and 
accelerate them out of the plasma parcel while the energetic electrons could ionize the 
plasma, thus depleting the lower ionization states and increasing the higher ionization 
states of all elements, as observed. 
The Coulomb collision cross-section between two charged particles is given by: 
𝜎334(𝑉, 𝜒) = :;):;4)<=>)?,)@;;4) AB CDEB(F/=)                             Equation II.3 
 
where 𝜎334  is the Coulomb cross-section, V is the relative velocity between the 
particles, χ is the scattering angle, 𝜇334I  is the reduced mass, and 𝑒3 and 𝑒34 are the charges 
of the two particles. It is inferred from the above equation that the Coulomb cross-section 
for proton–ion collisions is mainly dependent on the square of the charge of the particle 
the proton is colliding with. This implies that a fully stripped ion (e.g., C6+) would have a 
Coulomb cross-section only ~30% greater than the second highest charge state (e.g., C5+). 
Ignoring the factor of scattering angle and reduced mass, Coulomb collisions between the 
protons of an energetic beam and the plasma alone could not explain the large depletion 
of fully stripped ions compared to other ions in the Depletion Region.  
 
How energetic are protons in CME current sheets? Recent studies have attempted 
to estimate how energy is partitioned in solar eruptive events in order to provide useful 
constraints on our understanding of energy release processes during eruptions (e.g., 
Emslie et al. 2004, 2005, 2012). However, estimates of proton energy within the 
reconnection current sheet have proven difficult to determine. Since current sheets can 
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extend as far as 10 RSUN long, proton energies are expected to vary greatly along its length. 
While in situ and remote-sensing capabilities do not provide us with reliable magnetic 
field and density measurements in CME current sheets in the low solar corona, various 
modeling efforts have attempted to describe the conditions in which CMEs are initiated 
and evolve. 
 
The proton kinetic energy profile in the current sheet is a function of the 
reconnection jet outflow speed, which is predicted to be a fraction of the Alfvén speed of 
the plasma, and is computed as follows (Karimabadi et al. 2013 and references therein): 
 
𝐸LM#N#$ = OI𝑚L𝛼I|𝐵|I 𝜇#𝜌U       Equation II.4 
 
with, vp = 𝛼 VAlfvén. Here, mp is the proton mass, |B| is the magnetic field strength, µo is the 
magnetic permeability constant, 𝜌  is the density of the local plasma, vp is the proton 
speed, VAlfvén is the Alfvén speed, and 𝛼 is the fraction of the Alfvén speed which can be 
used to calculate the jet outflow speed. |B| and 𝜌 estimates from the Manchester (2003) 
and Manchester et al. (2004) CME models are used. 
 
Dissent arises in the factor 𝛼 since different CME theoretical and modeling studies 
predict different factors for the relationship between the Alfvén speed and reconnection 
jet outflow speed. For instance, Karimabadi et al. (2013) estimated outflow speeds to be 
typically less than the Alfvén speed. Lynch et al. (2016) analyzed the properties of a 
reconnection current sheet of a magnetic breakout-initiated CME finding outflow 
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velocities to be of the order of the Alfvén speed using a globally averaged Alfvén speed of 
~1400 km s−1. In the previous study (Lynch and Edmondson 2013), where they described 
the modeling of the evolution of the CME using the Adaptively Refined MHD Solver 
(ARMS) code (DeVore and Antiochos 2008), they similarly found Alfvénic flare 
reconnection jets providing ≥1500 km s−1 outflows, corresponding to 𝛼 ~ 1. However, the 
Lynch and Edmondson (2013) study also reported variation in localized reconnection 
rates over their current sheet, with Alfvénic reconnection jet outflows reaching ~4000 km 
s−1 during the impulsive phase of the flare reconnection and corresponding to 𝛼 ~ 3. 
 
Figure II.8 shows proton energy estimates of the two currents sheets formed 
beyond and near the ionization freeze-in regions respectively. The top plot of Figure II.8 
shows the proton energy variation as a function of height using current sheet estimates 
from the Manchester et al. (2004) CME eruption simulation for 𝛼 = (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
Similarly, the bottom plot of Figure II.8 shows the proton energy variation as a function 
of height in the current sheet from the Manchester (2003) CME eruption simulations 
for 𝛼 = (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Notice that the bottom plot has a distinct proton energy peak 
while the top does not. This is because the current sheet in the Manchester et al. (2004) 
simulation is formed higher in the corona by which point the proton energy has already 
peaked. On the other hand, the current sheet in the Manchester (2003) simulation forms 
lower in the corona such that the proton energy peaks within the current sheet. Large 
proton energies are possible at high 𝛼 values, which potentially correspond to localized 
transient flows. However, (1) more analysis is required to understand how proton beam 
energies relate to differential Coulomb collisions of fully stripped ions versus all other 
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charge states of ions, and (2) further work is needed to better constrain the factor 𝛼 in 
reconnection current sheets. These are beyond the scope of the study presented here. 
 
Figure II.8. (Top) Proton energy estimates for different values of 𝛼  are plotted as 
functions of solar radius for the current sheet that forms in the CME simulation 
described in Manchester et al. (2004). (Bottom) Proton energy estimates are plotted for 
current sheet formed in the arcade eruption model of Manchester (2003). The radial 
distance is normalized to the model of Manchester et al. (2004). Plots are made for 
several values of 𝛼. 
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The second hypothesis proposed for the depletion of fully stripped ions in ICMEs 
involved the possibility that those ions were left behind from the plasma due to some 
process occurring during a reconnection event. Drake et al. (2009) explored the question 
of ion heating in impulsive flares by means of simulations and analytical models. They 
present the following threshold to investigate what happened to individual ions entering 
the reconnection region: 
 
*+*VW+ > OY>√I[,\ ]8𝜋`𝑇: + 𝑇Lb𝑛                                        Equation II.5 
 
 
where, mi is the mass of the ion, zi is the charge of the ion, mp is the mass of the 
proton, Box is the reconnecting field strength, n is the plasma density, Te and Tp are 
electron and proton temperatures respectively. They proposed that during magnetic 
reconnection, ions with mass/charge exceeding the threshold given by Equation II.5 
behave as pick-up ions that is, they find themselves at rest in the high-velocity magnetized 
plasma and as a result gain a convective velocity equivalent to the reconnection exhaust 
speed, and experience significant heating, while ions with mass/charge below the 
threshold do not become heated. The scenario where this threshold could be used to 
distinguish the peculiar behavior of the fully stripped ions compared to all other ions is 
considered. There are two open questions in applying the Drake et al. (2009) threshold 
picture to the Depletion Region composition. (1) If the threshold is such that all ions but 
the fully-stripped one are picked up and experience heating, do they also get accelerated 
differently? (2) Moreover, if the threshold that differentiates fully stripped behavior from 
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the behavior of other charge states is met, we would expect to see the fully stripped ions 
less heated than all other ions. Is this concurrent with measurements? 
 
The temperature, density, and magnetic field estimates from the Manchester et al. 
(2004) and Manchester (2003) CME simulations were employed to calculate the 
threshold of Equation II.5. Computations were made assuming completely ionized 
hydrogen plasma with equal electron and proton temperatures. In the case of the 
Manchester et al. (2004) simulation, the current sheet region between 2.9 and 
3.4 RSUN had mass/charge threshold above and sufficiently close to 2, such that the fully 
stripped ions were the only ones that were not picked up in the reconnection exhaust. This 
implied that CME plasma originating from reconnection in this region could have 
produced fully stripped ions that were less heated while all other charge states behaved 
as pick-up ions and experienced more heating. 
 
In addition to being less heated, if the fully stripped ions were also less accelerated 
than the other charge states in the plasma, we would expect to see no fully stripped charge 
states in the Depletion Region. Though in abnormally low quantities, we do observe fully 
stripped ions. This could be a product of ionization of the second highest charge states of 
their respective elements before freeze-in. 
 
No significant trend was seen in ACE/SWICS measurements of ion temperatures 
that suggested that fully stripped ions were systematically cooler than the other charge 
state of their respective ions within the Depletion Region. The high temperatures of the 
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fully stripped ions are justified within the proposed hypothesis, since they would have 
been picked-up and heated before being ionized into their fully stripped state. However, 
in order to confidently attribute the Depletion Region to this theory, an understanding of 
how the low mass/charge and high mass/charge ions get accelerated differently is 
necessary. 
 
As the CME propagates outward into the interplanetary medium, it continues to 
reconnect with other magnetic field lines, hence morphing out of the exact ordering seen 
at its birth. However, somehow the compositional structure of the Depletion Region is 
preserved, neither changed by reconnection nor diluted by mixing. This happens 
because the Depletion Region plasma must have been created in regions close enough to 
or above the freeze-in heights of most major ions. This ensures the peculiar composition 
of the Depletion Region is maintained with its distinction from the remaining ICME 
plasma preserved. The reconnection that punctuates the tumultuous journey of the ICME 
to the ACE/SWICS instrument reorders the plasma and explains the finding that the 
Depletion Region has no distinct ordering in where it is located within the depleted ICME 
by the time it reaches L1. However, these reconnection events do not affect the magnetic 
structure of the Depletion Region since the Depletion Region plasma does not mix with 
the plasma in the rest of the ICME. 
 
The anomalous events in the slow wind reported by Zhao et al. (2016) represented 
~11% of all slow wind measured by the ACE/SWICS instrument. The relatively small 
percentage of slow wind in which the anomalous signatures are observed is not 
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unexpected as recent studies have found that reconnection is not the only mechanism 
responsible for the origin of the slow solar wind (Stakhiv et al. 2015), and additionally the 
different magnetic field configurations vary across different slow wind sources. This 
means that certain configurations might not be able to harness the sufficiently energetic 
proton beams that we expect to drive out the fully stripped ions seen in the anomalous 
slow wind or create a threshold low enough to deplete only the fully stripped ions in the 
Drake et al. (2009) scenario. In the investigation presented in this chapter, we find similar 
anomalous wind within Depletion Regions that exists in ~44% of all ICMEs between 1998 
and 2011; thus, these anomalous plasma packets are much more ubiquitous than in the 
slow wind. 
 
 It is possible that the Depletion Region would be a defining characteristic of many 
more ICMEs. The Depletion Region may go unobserved for two reasons. (1) In the current 
analysis, anomalous wind observations in ICMEs that were shorter than three continuous 
data points in extent were not qualified as Depletion Regions, consequently classifying 
some ICMEs with shorter and sporadic anomalous points as non-depleted ICMEs. (2) 
Also possible is that smaller filling factors of Depletion Region plasma within the entire 
ICME results in the Depletion Regions going undetected by the ACE/SWICS spacecraft, 
rendering our counts of depleted ICMEs an underestimate. 
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CHAPTER III. 
 
Tracking Filament Evolution in the Low Solar Corona using 
Remote-sensing and In-situ Observations 
 
Results presented in this chapter are published in the Astrophysical Journal | Vol 860 
| # 1 article, ‘Tracking Filament Evolution in the Low Solar Corona using Remote 
Sensing and In Situ Observations’ 
 
 
III.1. Introduction: 
 
A filament eruption is studied using extensive multi-instrument analysis of 
remote-sensing and in-situ observations in an attempt to piece together the complete 
evolution of filamentary plasma from its birth through L1. In multi-wavelength SDO/AIA 
images, three plasma parcels within the filament are tracked at high-cadence along the 
solar corona. The Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique is applied to the filament 
material travelling along the three chosen trajectories to compute the column density and 
temperature evolution in time. Kinematics of the filamentary material are estimated using 
STEREO/EUVI and STEREO/COR1 observations. The Michigan Ionization Code uses 
inputs of these density, temperature, and speed profiles for the computation of ionization 
profiles of the filament plasma.  
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Through this investigation, this chapter explores the open questions discussed in 
Section I.4.2-1.4.3. (1) How do dynamics and kinematics of filaments evolve in the low 
solar corona? (2) What is the ionization history within filament plasmas before freeze-in? 
and (3) How can we use measurements of the ionization history to reconcile the 
disconnect between in-situ and remote observations of filaments? A possible framework 
is presented that comprises of remote-sensing observations, in-situ measurements, an 
ionization model and diagnostic techniques to study solar transients. This framework can 
utilize current and future observational capabilities. 
 
Section III.2 describes the multi-instrument in-situ and remote-sensing 
observations of the filament eruption used to execute this study and how they were used 
to connect the same event at L1 and at the Sun. Section III.3 describes the technique to 
track the plasma evolution within the filament eruption in AIA images. Column density 
and temperature determination of the filament plasma using absorption diagnostics are 
described in Section III.4. Kinematics of the filament plasma in the low solar corona are 
presented in Section III.5. The neutral hydrogen, proton, and electron density 
determination and results are presented in Section III.6. In Section III.7 we estimate the 
ionization history of the filament plasma using results from the previous sections as 
inputs to the Michigan Ionization Code (MIC, Landi et al. 2012). A discussion of the 
results of this investigation is presented in Section III.8.  
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III.2. Multi-Instrument Observations of a Coronal Mass Ejection: 
         ACE/SWICS, SOHO/LASCO, STEREO/SECCHI, SDO/AIA 
 
 
The research presented in this chapter is enabled in part by observations of ICMEs 
from the sensors on board the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). The Richardson 
and Cane (2004, 2010) list (RC list) identifies ICMEs that arrived at Earth using plasma 
and magnetic field ICME signatures in the ACE/SWICS, ACE/MAG (MAGnetic Field 
Experiment), and ACE/SWEPAM (Solar Wind Electron, Proton and Alpha Monitor) 
measurements. Additionally, the RC list frequently identifies the corresponding 
SOHO/LASCO CME, allowing us to trace the ICME back to the Sun. The CME under 
scrutiny in this study was chosen based on its visibility in observations from a majority of 
instruments on board ACE, STEREO, SOHO, and SDO (described in Section I.3.1 – I.3.2). 
 
This analysis utilized the case of a filament eruption at the Sun associated with an 
ICME that arrived at the Lagrange 1 (L1) point on August 5th, 2011. The RC list identified 
the arrival of this intense storm on August 5th, 2011 at 17:51 UT. This geo-effective ICME 
was tracked back to the solar corona using a combination of multi-instrument remote-
sensing and imaging observations to perform time-evolution diagnostics of the properties 
of the eruption during the initial hours of its journey while it was still in the low solar 
corona. At the time of the CME eruption, SDO was operational, allowing for the use of 
high-cadence SDO/AIA measurements. Furthermore, the twin STEREO spacecraft were 
in near-quadrature with SDO; that is, the same CME observed by STEREO at the solar 
limb was observed by SDO close to the disk center, minimizing the uncertainty in the 3D 
reconstructions of the CME plasma.  
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The RC list pointed us in the direction of the LASCO CME associated with our 
ICME under scrutiny. In the C2 coronagraph the CME eruption was seen starting at 
~04:12 UT on August 4th, 2011 shortly after which a partial halo enveloped the solar disk 
off the west limb (Figure III.1(h)). The C3 coronagraph observed the CME eruption 
starting at ~04:42 UT after which the CME partially enveloped the solar disk (Figure 
III.1(e)). 
 
The ICME of interest was observed in EUVI, COR1, and COR2 instruments on 
STEREO A and STEREO B. STEREO A/EUVI observed a flare starting ~03:46 UT 
followed by the filament eruption at ~04:06 UT, shortly after which the front of the 
eruption was outside the field of view of the instrument. The flare was not observed in 
STEREO B/EUVI images but the filament eruption observations were similar to that of 
STEREO A/EUVI. Figure III.1(c) shows the STEREO A/EUVI image of the Sun in 304 Å 
at 04:36:15 UT, and Figure III.1(a) shows the STEREO B/EUVI image of the Sun in 304 
Å at 04:36:55 UT. A distinct front was seen in COR1 and COR2 coronagraphs on both 
STEREO spacecraft starting in images at ~04:10 UT followed by a bright jet-like filament 
eruption that formed the core of the CME further out in the corona.  
 
In order to uniquely determine the source region of this eruption measured in-situ 
and by instruments onboard SOHO and STEREO, the following observations were used: 
(1) X-ray observations from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 
(GOES), (2) the Global High-Resolution H-alpha Network (GHN), and (3) multi-
wavelength observations from SDO/AIA. 
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(1) X-ray observations from GOES identified an M9.3 class flare at ~3:41 UT from active 
region 11261. This active region was also close to the Sun center indicating that a CME 
eruption here, associated with the highly energetic flare (also observed in STEREO 
A/EUVI), could possibly have been geo-effective.  
 
(2) H-alpha images from 18:30:36 UT on August 3rd, 2011 and 08:04:50 UT on August 
4th, 2011 indicated the disappearance of filaments near active region 11261 between the 
times the images were taken.  
 
(3) Shortly after the flare eruption, time series of SDO/AIA images confirmed the eruption 
of a filament in the vicinity of the AR 11261 at ~04:10 UT. It is anticipated that the flare 
and filament eruption resulted from significant reorganizing and shearing of the magnetic 
topology associated with magnetic reconnection in the low solar corona. The filament 
eruption was clearly visible as a dark absorption feature in AIA’s high cadence images 
during in the initial fifty minutes of its eruption from AR 11261. Figure III.1 (b) shows a 
snapshot of this eruption at ~04:36 UT in the 304 Å channel. 
 
Using the instruments described above, the August 5th, 2011 ICME disturbance 
observed by ACE at L1 at 17:51 UT was traced back to a filament eruption near active 
region 11261 on August 4th, 2011 at ~04:10 UT and observed during its evolution. As an 
additional test, the WSA-ENLIL (Jian et al. 2015) was used, a 3D time-dependent MHD 
model that predicts the arrival of Earth-directed CMEs capable of inducing geomagnetic 
storms by mapping the flow evolution out to Earth. It uses white-light images from the 
LASCO and STEREO coronagraphs. This model traced the origins of the August 5th, 2011 
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ICME at L1 to a solar event on August 4th, 2011 at ~04:10 UT, confirming the multi-
instrument analysis described above. 
 
The use of multi-wavelength images from SDO/AIA to perform diagnostics, as the 
progress of the filament eruption associated with this CME in the low solar corona is 
followed, are described in the following sections of this chapter. 
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Figure III.1. Multi-instrument observations of an ICME disturbance detected in-situ by 
ACE/SWICS at 17:51 UT, August 5th, 2011 and reported by the RC list. a: STEREO 
B/EUVI 304 Å, b: SDO/AIA 304 Å, c: STEREO A/EUVI 304 Å, d: STEREO B/COR 1, e: 
LASCO/C3, f: STEREO A/COR 1, g: STEREO B/COR 2, h: LASCO/C2, i: STEREO 
A/COR 2. Note that the left column are images taken from the left of the Sun (STEREO 
Behind), the middle column are images taken along the Sun-Earth line, and the right 
column are images taken from the right of the Sun (STEREO Ahead). 
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III.3. Time-dependent Tracking of the Plasma within the Filament 
Eruption in the Low Solar Corona: 
 
The first step in determining the time evolution of the erupting filament’s 
properties is charting possible paths travelled by the plasma within the eruption, while 
attempting to ensure the ‘same plasma’ is tracked over time. AIA images of the eruption 
from 03:45 UT – 05:15 UT, August 4th, 2011 were used to carry out this investigation. 
They were secured from the Solar Software (SSW) cutout service available online4 in 171 
Å, 193 Å, 211 Å, 304 Å, and 335 Å wavelength channels. The justification of the choice of 
these five wavelength channels is presented in Section III.4.1. The filament was observed 
as an expanding dark absorption feature in the north-western hemisphere of the Sun near 
active region 11261.  
 
The multi-wavelength Flexible Image Transport System (fits) files were prepared 
for analysis using two steps: (1) The Automatic Exposure Control (AEC) effect due to the 
flare that preceded the filament eruption resulted in a reduced dataset with 24 second 
cadence during certain periods instead of the expected 12 seconds in some of the channels. 
Due to these data gaps, the data sets in all wavelength channels were reduced so that each 
image in one channel corresponded to the image at the closest time-step in all the 
remaining channels. This produced fits files for the eruption in five wavelength regions 
with time cadences between 12 and 24 seconds. (2) The aia_prep.pro5 IDL routine was 
then used to convert all fits files from level 1.0 to level 1.5, performing image rotation, 
translation, scaling, and updating the header information.  
4https://www.lmsal.com/get_aia_data/ 
5http://www.heliodocs.com/php/xdoc_print.php?file=$SSW/sdo/aia/idl/calibration/aia_prep.pro 
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Figure III.2. 304 Å SDO/AIA images of the August 4th, 2011 filament eruption at 04:10:20 
UT (left), 04:35:08 UT (middle), and 04:59:32 UT (right). The dotted white lines 1, 2, and 
3 represent the paths chosen to describe possible trajectories of the plasma within the 
white box (30x30 pixel) as the filament travelled through the low solar corona. 
 
The method used to determine paths of plasma as the filament erupted using the 
high-cadence processed AIA images is described here. First, a 30x30 pixel parcel was 
picked within the absorbing plasma at 04:10 UT (Figure III.2, left), which is nearly the 
size of the entire absorption feature at this time. This is the first observation when the 
eruption was visible in absorption. Subsequent measurements were obtained every 12-24 
seconds, while the filament expanded rapidly in the north-western hemisphere of the Sun 
over the following 50 minutes during the CME initiation phase. The filament plasma 
became visible in the small pixel box at ~04:10 UT and expanded in all directions. The 
evolution of the filament’s behavior can be quantified by tracking the plasma in any of 
these directions. Three paths were picked to cover the range of directions of the expanding 
plasma and loosely followed specific discernable features within the filament eruption, in 
an effort to track the same plasma parcel. Along each of these directions, the 30x30 pixel 
box was stepped out at nearly constant rate to match the movement predicted during the 
initiation phase of an expanding filament. Care was taken to ensure the chosen boxes 
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contained absorbing plasma (i.e., remained dark) at each time-step under analysis. While 
this tracing technique is limited due to the projection of 3D structures viewed in 2D, it 
provides for a unique analysis of the filamentary plasma as: (1) the plasma parcels along 
each path are shifted in accordance with the near constant speed expansion phase of the 
CME in SDO/AIA, (2) it minimizes averaging effects that would have resulted from 
performing diagnostics on large portions of the erupting plasma, and (3) allows for a 
thorough comparative analysis on different parts of the filament considering that there 
are three possible paths.  
 
III.4. Density & Temperature Diagnostics of the Filament Plasma in the 
Low Solar Corona: 
 
III.4.1. Absorption Diagnostic Technique: 
 
The absorption diagnostic technique of Landi & Reale (2013) was used to measure 
the column density and electron temperature of the absorbing plasma within the erupting 
filament. This technique capitalized on the EUV absorption properties of the filament 
material through bound-free transitions due to the fact that in four wavelength ranges 
from 100-1000 Å [100-228 Å, 228-504 Å, 504-912Å, 912-1000Å] the absorption 
coefficient has a unique temperature sensitivity depending on which ions (H I, He I, He 
II) absorb. The abovementioned wavelength ranges are defined by the absorption edges 
of each of these ions, that is the wavelength beyond which the ion stops absorbing, 228 Å 
for He II, 504 Å for He I, and 912 Å for H I. The temperature diagnostics from absorption 
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are based on the fact that the relative abundance of those ions depend on the electron 
temperature; thus, it can be applied only to plasmas hotter than 15,000 K (below which 
H and He are almost entirely neutral) and cooler than ~100,000 K, where the abundance 
of H I, He I, He II are too small to provide significant absorption. The ability to uniquely 
observe the filament eruption as distinct absorption features in 171Å, 193 Å, 211 Å, 304 Å, 
and 335 Å channels of SDO/AIA allows for the implementation of this absorption 
diagnostic technique on SDO/AIA high-cadence images since these five passbands were 
within two of the four wavelength ranges.  
By neglecting the filament’s own emission, the amount of radiation absorbed by a plasma 
parcel can be computed using Beer’s law which states: 
 
Fabs = Finc e-t                            Equation III.1 
 
Where, Finc is the intensity of incident radiation on an absorbing plasma parcel, Fabs is the 
intensity measured after absorption, and t is the optical depth. Equation III.1 implicitly 
assumes that the filament itself is not emitting at the wavelengths used for diagnostics. 
This is true for all AIA channels we considered except, in principle, the 304 Å channel, 
which is dominated by the strong He II 303.7 Å transition which could contribute to 
observed counts. In this chapter, it is assumed that for the 304 Å channel He II emission 
is negligible; however, the importance of considering the emission is elaborated on in 
Chapter IV. 
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Figure III.3. Schematic showing a simplified version of the geometry described in 
Section III.4.1, when the absorbing plasma is against the solar disk. Regions 1, 2, and 3 
are the ‘background’, ‘filament’ (absorbing plasma), and ‘foreground’ regions, 
respectively, for lines of sight a and b. Adapted from Landi & Reale (2013). 
 
Adapted from Landi and Reale (2013), Figure III.3 shows a simplified geometry of an 
absorbing filament plasma parcel in the low solar corona. Here, Fa and Fb are measured 
EUV intensity values observed along two lines of sight: ‘a’ intercepts the absorbing 
filament plasma, and ‘b’ can be envisioned as the intensity at the location in the absence 
of the filament plasma. The line of sight can be divided into three regions: finite depth of 
the filament, region behind the filament (background), and region between the observer 
and the filament (foreground).  
 
In order to simplify the number of unknowns, Landi and Reale (2013) outlined three 
different cases to execute the diagnostic technique based on reasonable approximations 
on the absorbing plasma. In testing the three cases, the scale height of coronal emission 
was estimated by taking a 30-pixel high horizontal cut in all 102 AIA images used between 
04:10 UT – 5:00 UT in the northern hemisphere near the western limb. The distance at 
which the intensity dropped by a factor of 1/e from the edge of the solar disk was 
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approximately 0.06 solar radii with insignificant uncertainty. Since the filament eruption 
was already at 1.7 solar radii by 04:10 UT (determined using STEREO A observations, 
Section III.5) the case where the absorbing material (filament) is located at altitudes 
significantly greater than the scale height of the coronal emission in the solar atmosphere 
is followed. Hence, the foreground emission along the line of sight can be neglected in 
comparison with the background emission i.e., F3<<F1. Estimates of the line of sight 
depth of the absorbing plasma (Section III.6) show that F2<<F1 could also be assumed.  
 
Furthermore, Equation III.1 and Figure III.3 can be directly related since Fabs is Fa 
and Finc is Fb, allowing for the estimation of optical depth from the measured values of Fa 
and Fb as follows: 
 
t = -ln (Fa/Fb)                          Equation III.2  
 
where F2<<F1 and F3<<F1, based on our corroborated geometric assumptions.  
The optical depth is also defined as follows, where nH is the neutral hydrogen density, dl 
is the line of sight depth integrated over a parcel of thickness S, and keff is called the 
effective absorption coefficient: 
 𝜏 = 	∫ 𝑛&𝑘())𝑑𝑙,- = 𝑛.𝑘())                          Equation III.3  
 
In the above equation, the integral of the neutral hydrogen density (nH) over the line of 
sight (L) is re-written as the column density nL per the following equation: 
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𝑛& = 𝑛./𝐿                           Equation III.4 
 
and keff = f(HI, T)kH1+ AHe[f(HeI, T)kHe1+ f(HeII, T)kHeII]                            Equation III.5 
 
keff is the effective absorption coefficient with unique temperature dependencies in the 
four wavelength ranges described earlier in this section. Respectively, kH1, kHe1, and kHeII 
are absorption cross-sections of H I, He I, and He II, which were calculated from the 
photo-ionization cross-sections from Verner et al. (1996), the f functions are the 
temperature-dependent fractional abundances of each species which were taken from the 
CHIANTI database (Del Zanna et al. 2015; Dere et al. 1997) under the assumption of 
ionization equilibrium, and AHe is the helium abundance relative to hydrogen. We assume 
the helium-to-hydrogen abundance ratio, AHe = 0.05. 
 
Landi and Reale (2013) defined the L(T) function as: 
 𝐿(𝑇) = − 56788(9) ln	(<=<>)                                                Equation III.6  
 
Using Equations III.2 and III.3, the value of L(T) at the absorption plasma's temperature 
is equal to the column density (nL) regardless of the channel used to measure Fa and Fb. 
Using Equation III.6, we can define the L(T) function at all temperatures for each AIA 
channel, as shown in Figure III.4. The intersection point of these curves gives values of 
the column density and the corresponding temperature of the absorbing plasma. Results 
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from this diagnostic technique for the filament under consideration are described in 
Section III.4.3.  
 
While the helium abundance (AHe) is expected to vary within each filament, it was 
set as 5% for the purposes of this analysis. The diagnostic results using AHe = 1% and 10%, 
compared with the results using AHe = 5% show within an order of magnitude difference 
in column density and no change in temperature. This is expected because the 
temperature only depends on He I and He II and changing AHe only changes the point at 
which the L(T) crossing takes place vertically in Figure III.4.  
 
Since the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique used CHIANTI ion 
fractions, it implicitly assumes the plasma is in ionization equilibrium, while the CME 
plasma may depart from this condition. A test and discussion of this assumption is 
presented in Section III.8.1 of this chapter.  
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Figure III.4. Diagnostic results for the absorbing plasma parcel location at 04:23 UT 
along Path 1. The y-axis is the L(T) function or the column density (cm-2) and the x-axis 
is the logarithm of temperature (K). The point where the L(T) curves for 171 Å, 193 Å, 
211 Å, 304 Å intersect gives the measure of the column density and temperature of the 
absorbing plasma at that time and location. 
 
 
III.4.2. Estimation of Fb :  
 
In order to determine Fb (Equation III.2), reasonable approximations needed to be 
made based on the time-dependent geometry of the filament. One method to approximate 
the value of Fb is to assign the measured intensity at a point close to the filament but 
outside of it (e.g. Gilbert et al. 2005). Since we considered 102 timestamps over the course 
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of 50 minutes where the filament geometry changes considerably, we chose instead a 
relatively quiescent period before the flare and filament erupted when no transient 
structures were apparent. If the intensities at the locations of the plasma parcels (Figure 
III.2) did not vary considerably, we could use them as a proxy for Fb. 
 
Before the flare erupted at ~03:45 UT, the intensities at each location of the plasma 
parcels were monitored from 03:00 UT to 03:44 UT using the 12 to 24 second cadence 
processed SDO/AIA images. The means, uncertainties of intensities at each location, and 
their intensity profiles over time in the 193 Å and 304 Å channels were analyzed. While 
there was some variability in the time-scales of the cadence of AIA observations, the 
intensities in the plasma parcels did not change significantly over timescales of a few 
minutes, and the trends in intensity remained intact over the 40 minutes analyzed. It was 
concluded that the intensities at ~03:40 UT were reasonable approximations for Fb of the 
absorbing plasma along the three paths under scrutiny because (1) the mean intensity at 
this time was comparable to the mean values over the 40 minutes analyzed with 
reasonable uncertainty, and (2) the uncertainty of intensities from 03:00 - 03:40 UT for 
a majority of the plasma parcels analyzed was within 10% of the mean. 
 
III.4.3. Results of Diagnostics: 
 
 In the diagnostics discussed here, the 335 Å channel was not considered due to the 
low signal-to-noise ratio in the data. The results of the diagnostic technique for one time-
step along Path 1 are shown in Figure III.4. Here [171 Å, 193 Å, 211 Å] and 304 Å belong 
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to wavelength regions with different temperature functions of the effective absorption 
coefficient, enabling us to measure the column density and temperature of the 30x30 
pixel plasma parcel at that time and location from the crossing of all the curves. The 
crossing point is well-defined and allows for accurate diagnostics.  
 
Diagnostic results such as those shown in Figure III.4 were produced for 102 
timestamps between 04:10 UT – 05:00 UT for all three plasma trajectories within the 
filament (Figure III.2). Distinct intersections in the L(T) curves were obtained for 
approximately the first 20-25 minutes of analysis for the three plasma paths, allowing for 
reliable measurements of column density and temperature at these times. These results 
are shown in Figure III.5 - III.6. The intersecting points and the associated uncertainties 
for the final few minutes of analysis were higher than the remaining period and are shaded 
red. The bottom x-axis for plots in Figure III.5 - III.6 show time, and the top x-axis shows 
the corresponding height of the filament (see Section III.5). Figure III.5 shows logarithm 
of the column density for Paths 1, 2, and 3 respectively, and Figure III.6 show logarithm 
of the temperature for Paths 1, 2, and 3. Between ~4:40 UT and 5:00 UT for Path 1 and 
between ~04:32 UT and 5:00 UT for Paths 2 and 3, the L(T) curves for passbands in the 
two wavelength domains either did not intersect or did so with unreasonable uncertainty. 
They are hence excluded from these results.  This can either be attributed to the 
temperature of the absorbing material falling below 15,000 K at which point the 
diagnostic technique does not work, or the absorption features were not consistently 
strong enough in all the wavelength channels. 
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Figure III.5. The y-axis shows logarithm of column density (cm-2) versus time (UT) on 
the bottom x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament 
plasma parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The colored lines represent fits to 
the data. The regions shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from the 
diagnostic technique. 
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Figure III.6. The y-axis shows logarithm of temperature (Kelvin) versus time (UT) on 
the bottom x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament 
plasma parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The colored lines represent fits to 
the data. The regions shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from the 
diagnostic technique. 
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III.5. Kinematics of the Filament Plasma in the Low Solar Corona 
 
In order to determine the height and speed evolution of the plasma parcels as they 
travel along the three paths (Figure III.2) as part of the erupting filament, STEREO A 
EUVI, COR1, and COR2 observations were utilized. The STEREO A instrument suite was 
chosen over STEREO B since it had a marginally better view of the active region. The 
filament eruption is often identified as the brightest part of the CME in white-light images 
(Parenti 2014) and since STEREO was in near quadrature with SDO at this time, the tip 
of the filament eruption seen in the time-series images was taken to roughly correspond 
to the height at which the plasma parcels within the filament were observed. All SECCHI 
images were first processed from level 0.5 to level 1.0 using the secchi_prep.pro6 
SolarSoft routine. The tip of the filament remained in the field of view of EUVI till ~4:10 
UT after which we measured the height using COR1. Speed evolution approximations 
were determined from the height evolution profiles. Results of this analysis are shown in 
Figure III.7. 
 
Accurate estimates of the height of the plasma parcels within the filament were 
limited by the fact that this was a surge CME (Vourlidas et al. 2003, Vourlidas et al. 2017) 
with indistinguishable parts. This made it unfeasible to precisely identify the plasma 
observed in AIA to the corresponding STEREO plasma. The uncertainties in speed values 
presented in Figure III.7 are hence considered in the computation of composition 
described in Section III.7.  
6http://www.heliodocs.com/php/xdoc_print.php?file=$SSW/stereo/secchi/idl/prep/secchi_prep.pro 
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All three filament plasma parcels analyzed were assumed to be at the same height 
and traveling at the same speed which may not be a realistic approximation, and thus is a 
limitation to be considered in interpreting the outcome of this analysis. 
 
 
 
Figure III.7: (top) A plot of height of the filament eruption as seen by STEREO A EUVI 
and COR 1 versus time. (bottom) A plot of speed of the filament eruption derived from 
the height vs time measurements. In the speed/time plot, the measurement at 04:11 UT 
is treated as an outlier for fitting purposes.  
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III.6. Neutral Hydrogen Density, Proton Density & Electron Density of 
the Filament Plasma in the Low Solar Corona 
 
The average lower limit to the neutral hydrogen density can be directly computed from 
the column density if the line of sight depth of the absorbing parcel is known as done in 
Landi & Reale (2013), following Equation III.4. Assuming homogenously absorbing 
plasma parcels, a unity 1D line of sight filling factor is used, giving a lower limit of the 
neutral hydrogen density. While previous studies (e.g. Landi & Reale 2013) have assumed 
arbitrary values of this depth, time series of the depth of the absorbing plasma are 
determined using STEREO A/EUVI and COR 1 images that observe the filament eruption.  
At each time stamp where STEREO A/EUVI and COR 1 images are available, the latitudes 
at which the plasma parcels are tracked along the three paths were recorded. The depth 
of the absorbing plasma as seen by EUVI and/or COR 1 at each of these latitudes on the 
Sun was used as an approximation of the depth along the line of sight at that instant. 
Profiles for line of sight depth of the plasma are shown in Figure III.8. It is noted that 
there is little variation between the depth profiles for the three paths, and the values of 
the depth are large due to the large angular scale of the filament eruption. Appropriate 
fits to the data are chosen to match the column density measurements. This process is 
limited by the low cadence EUVI and COR 1 observations, and the fact that at certain 
timestamps the filament line of sight was outside the field of views of EUVI and COR 1 
despite the field of view overlap. Results for the neutral hydrogen density for Paths 1, 2, 
and 3 are shown in Figure III.9. 
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The proton density is computed using the read_ioneq.pro7 CHIANTI code. Ratios 
of neutral hydrogen abundance to proton abundances are drawn under conditions of 
ionization equilibrium from temperature in the range of 104 to 109 Kelvins. Using these 
ratios, the measured neutral hydrogen density (Figure III.9) and temperature (Figure 
III.6), proton density profiles are derived. As discussed in Section III.4.1, an ionization 
equilibrium approximation is a critical caveat for these computations since this might not 
be a realistic approximation. This approximation is discussed in Section III.8.1. Results 
for the proton number density, under these approximations, for Paths 1, 2, and 3 are 
shown in Figure III.10. The error bars on proton density represent the uncertainties 
propagated from the uncertainties in temperature and neutral hydrogen density 
measurements using standard propagation methods.  
 
Figure III.10 shows that the measured values of proton density drop just under two 
orders of magnitude for all three paths. However, since almost an order of magnitude of 
this total drop occurs in the region of measurements marked in red, corresponding to 
higher uncertainties in temperature and column density measurements, this trend is 
treated with extreme caution. This decrease is largely due to the drop in temperature 
occurring in the same time frame, which implies, under ionization equilibrium, a sharp 
reduction in hydrogen ionization. As discussed in Section III.4.1, a higher helium 
abundance results in lower values of column density. Due to these uncertainties, it is likely 
that the proton densities do not drop as rapidly as shown in the red region of Figure III.10 
and the drop is likely closer to an order of magnitude.  
 
7http://www.heliodocs.com/php/xdoc_print.php?file=$SSW/packages/chianti/idl/read/read_ioneq.pro 
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The electron number density was then computed from the proton number density 
using proton_dens.pro8 SolarSoft code. Temperatures measured and reported in Section 
III.4.3 were used as inputs to the code to compute the ratio of proton density to electron 
density using abundances and ion balance files.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssw/packages/chianti/idl/utilities/proton_dens.pro 
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Figure III.8: Depth of the absorbing plasma (solar radii) versus time (UT) on the bottom 
x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament plasma 
parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom) computed using 
SDO/AIA, STEREO A/EUVI and COR1 images. The green curves are fits to the data.  
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Figure III.9: Number density of neutral hydrogen (cm-3) versus time (UT) on the bottom 
x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament plasma 
parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom), computed using 
Equation 4 and line of sight depth profiles shown in Figure III.8. The orange curves are 
fits to the data. The regions shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements 
from the diagnostic technique. 
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Figure III.10: Proton number density (cm-3) versus time (UT) on the bottom x-axis and 
the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament plasma parcels on the 
top x-axis, for Paths 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). The green curves are fits to the 
data. The regions shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from the 
diagnostic technique. 
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III.7. Ionization History of the Filament Plasma in the Low Solar 
Corona: 
 
In order to determine the ionization history of the plasma parcels the Michigan 
Ionization Code (MIC) developed by Landi et al. (2012) is used. MIC is an ion composition 
model that predicts the evolution of the ion abundances of wind plasma from the source 
region out through the freeze-in point and beyond to Earth. It solves for ionization and 
recombination processes for a chosen element as it travels outward from the Sun using 
the following set of equations:  
 
?@A?B = 𝑛([𝑦EF5𝐶EF5(𝑇() + 𝑦EI5𝑅EI5(𝑇()] + 𝑦EF5𝑃EF5 − 𝑦E[𝑛(M𝐶E(𝑇() + 𝑅E(𝑇()N + 𝑃E] 
                                          Equation III.7 ΣE𝑦E = 1,                            Equation III.8 
 
where the photoionization term, Pm, is given by 𝑃E = ∫ QRS(T)UA(V)WT 𝑑𝜐YZA                               Equation III.9 
 
where Te is the electron temperature, ne is the electron density, Ri and Ci are the total 
recombination and ionization rate coefficients, ym is the fraction of the element X in 
charge state m, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, sm is the photoionization 
cross section for the ion m, nm is the frequency corresponding the ion’s ionization energy, 
and J(n) is the average spectral radiance of the Sun at frequency n. While charge transfer, 
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as discussed in Arnaud & Rothenflug (1985), can be important at temperatures smaller 
than 25,000 K, we neglect it as the temperature of the filament plasma remains above this 
value for most of the time under consideration. Equations III.7 – III.8 for each element 
are solved numerically as a set of stiff ordinary differential equations using a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta method (Press et al. 2002). To ensure computational efficiency, the step size 
is set adaptively and the accuracy of the integrator is tested.  
 
MIC was run for the plasma parcels within the filament for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The 
effects of photoionization on the charge state composition of the filament plasma were 
taken into account following the discussion in Landi & Lepri (2015), where they found 
that photoionization had significant effects on the charge state distribution of C, N, and 
O. They also documented significant effects on Fe charge states in CMEs. MIC also 
accounted for the impact of the energetic M9.3-class flare that erupted prior to the 
filament liftoff on the ionization states. The flare spectrum for an X1.0-class flare as 
discussed by Landi and Lepri (2018) is used in the computation presented here. Inputs to 
the MIC were as follows: 
1. Electron temperature – Values are described in Section III.4.3 and shown in Figure 
III.6. 
2. Bulk speed of plasma - Two ionization profiles were produced using the polynomial fits 
to the (mean values ± uncertainties) of the speeds (Figure III.7, bottom). This was done 
to account for the uncertainty in the speed determination. However, results from both 
sets of speeds did not show significant variation hence the results using the mean value 
of speeds are presented in this report.  
3. Electron density – Values are described in Section III.6. 
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Results of the MIC are shown in three sets of plots in Figure III.11. The top set of 
plots is for Path 1, the middle set is for Path 2, and the bottom set is for Path 3. The bottom 
panel in each set shows the evolution of the relative abundance, represented with color 
bars, of the charge states of C, N, O, and Fe to the total abundance of their respective 
elements, as the plasma parcels within the filament travel from 1.6 – 2.4 solar radii. The 
top panel in each set shows the relative abundance of the charge states of C, N, O, and Fe 
to the total abundance of their respective elements at the maximum height of the plasma 
parcels along the measured trajectories. These plots are similar to those in Gruesbeck et 
al. (2011) and can be used to compare with in-situ values to test the freeze-in condition.  
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Figure III.11: Results from Michigan Ionization Code using the measured values of 
density, temperature & speed for Paths 1(top), 2(middle), and 3(bottom). For each path: 
the bottom set of panels show the evolution of the charge states of Carbon, Nitrogen, 
Oxygen, and Iron with height, and the top set of panels show the final charge states 
predicted at the maximum height. 
PATH 1
PATH 2
PATH 3
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III.8. Discussion 
 
III.8.1. Ionization Equilibrium: 
 
The absorption diagnostic technique (Section III.4.1) was implemented under the 
assumption of ionization equilibrium since the ion fractions used from CHIANTI are 
computed under this assumption. Additionally, Section III.6 describes the proton density 
calculations from the neutral hydrogen density, also assuming ionization equilibrium. In 
order to test the validity of this approximation, the ionization profiles of H I, He I, and He 
II described in Section III.7 were compared with the equilibrium profiles of the same ions 
along the three plasma parcel trajectories. It is found that the departure from equilibrium 
was within 10% for the three ions, justifying the approximation under which the 
calculations presented in this chapter were performed.  
 
The recombination and ionization time scales at the measured temperatures for H 
I, He I and He II were calculated using the CHIANTI routines recomb_rate.pro and 
ioniz_rate.pro (Dere et al. 2009). For the temperature measurements along all three 
plasma paths within the filament, the ionization and recombination time scales for the 
ions ranged between 10-100 seconds. It is useful to compare these with the timescales at 
which the large-scale plasma processes are evolving. For instance, we find the expansion 
time of the plasma to be between 500-1000 seconds through its trajectory. The atomic 
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processes taking place at a faster rate than the change in the physical properties of the 
plasma support the ionization equilibrium approximation.  
 
III.8.2. Freeze-in Condition in Filament Plasma: 
 
The disturbance from the ICME associated with the filament eruption under 
scrutiny was registered by the RC list at 17:51 UT on August 5th, 2011, with the ICME 
duration from 22:00 UT, August 6th, 2011 – 22:00 UT, August 7th, 2011. The heavy ion 
charge states during the ICME period and in the 12 hours before and after were analyzed. 
No signatures of cold plasma in the form of low charge states of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, 
and iron were recorded in the in-situ observations at 1 AU by ACE, following the criteria 
outlined in Lepri and Zurbuchen (2010). Since filamentary signatures were not detected, 
the 5% He/H abundance value assumed to calculate the effective absorption coefficient 
was not validated. This lack of low-ionization plasma in the measurements could be due 
to two causes. First, the filament plasma was not frozen in at the maximum height (~2.4 
solar radii) observed in this analysis. The measured high density of the filament plasma 
also supports this scenario. As a result, the plasma may have continued to ionize due to 
additional heating at larger heights.  Conversely, if the plasma continued to cool, most of 
the material could end up in the neutral state, in which case ACE would not be able to 
detect the filament composition due to lack of neutral particle sensors onboard. Second, 
the lack of low ionization states in in-situ measurements of the CME plasma could also be 
a direct measure of the low filling factor of the filamentary material within the ICME. In 
fact, even though ~70% of all CMEs (e.g. Gopalswamy et al. 2003) are associated with 
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filament eruptions, only ~4% of all CMEs incident at L1 have signatures of cold filament 
material (Lepri and Zurbuchen 2010). The Lee and Raymond (2012) investigation of 10 
ICMEs observed in SOHO/UVCS showed average covering factors of ~10% of the low 
ionization state plasma in these events, concluding that the lack of low ionization states 
observed by ACE results from the small probability of the spacecraft intercepting these 
low ionization regions. To investigate connections between the coronal charge states of 
the core plasma with in-situ values, the filament eruption needs to be analyzed in 
observations at larger heights. This will be addressed in future studies utilizing 
observations of CMEs further out in the solar corona. 
 
III.8.3. Heterogeneous & Heated Plasma: 
 
The temperature and density measurements (Figures III.5, III.6, III.9, III.10) 
indicate that the plasma parcels within the filament eruption traveling along the three 
paths (Figure III.2) behaved differently; thus, the filament plasma was heterogeneous. 
Likewise, in their analysis of the Hinode/EIS spectra of a CME core, Landi et al. (2010) 
concluded the core was made of two different plasma components moving coherently but 
with different temperatures, filling factors, and densities. 
 
Measured profiles of density and temperature of the filament plasma were 
compared with density and temperature profiles for an adiabatically expanding plasma 
parcel using the initial temperature and density measured for each parcel trajectory as 
boundary conditions. This comparison provided strong evidence for the presence of 
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additional sources of heating throughout the observed filament trajectory because the 
measured density and temperature profiles did not decrease as rapidly nor in a manner 
similar to an adiabatically expanding plasma. The filament plasma had to be continuously 
heated throughout its trajectory, also leaving the question open as to whether the erupting 
filament is still subject to additional heating beyond the heights observed by AIA. Such 
additional heating, if present, would be critical to our understanding of CME evolution. 
This conclusion is in agreement with the findings of Filippov and Koutchmy (2002) who 
observed fast heating within prominence plasmas as EUV observations revealed a sudden 
change from absorption to emission during the eruptive phase. They suggested that this 
was a result of shock heating of the pre-eruptive state being transformed into heat through 
collision processes of counteracting flows. The specifics of heating in the filament under 
consideration will be revisited in Chapter IV of this dissertation.  
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CHAPTER IV 
EUV Diagnostics of Optically Thick Plasmas using the 304 Å 
Channel 
Results presented in this chapter are current in preparation for submission to the 
Astrophysical Journal 
 
 
IV.1. Challenges in Utilizing 304 Å Observations: 
   
 
Figure IV.1. Solar disc observed by SOHO/EIT 304 Å on September 14th, 1999 
                   Credit: ESA/NASA – SOHO/EIT 
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The 304 Å line is emitted by He II at around 50,000 K from the chromosphere and 
transition region. This very bright spectral line has been critical to CME science for over 
two decades, as it was selected as the principle emission line in one of the narrow-band 
filters of Sun-observing telescopes such as SOHO/EIT, STEREO/EUVI, and most recently 
SDO/AIA. Figure IV.1 shows a brilliant prominence that erupted on September 14th, 1999, 
observed by SOHO/EIT. Also seen in the image are dark quiescent filaments nestled in 
the chromosphere.  
 
Filaments erupting close to the Sun center, like the August 4th, 2011 filament 
eruption shown in Figure III.2, are observed as dark absorption features in 304 Å. This is 
because the filament structures lie along a line of sight ahead of the chromosphere which 
is very bright in the 304 Å channel, and since the filament temperature is very low, H and 
He neutral species are very abundant and can absorb the 304 Å radiation. In fact, large 
fractions of geo-effective CMEs are associated with filaments that erupt close to the Sun 
center (Gopalswamy et al. 2003) making these transient observations in 304 Å absorption 
critical to our knowledge of geo-effective space weather. Current EUV diagnostic 
techniques for optically thick plasmas however, are unable to accommodate the line of 
sight emission contributions in 304 Å observations by the filament itself and/or its hotter 
background. The evident way to overcome this issue is to avoid the 304 Å observations 
(e.g. Williams et al. 2013, Lee et al. 2017) and instead use a channel such as 335 Å which 
does not have emission contamination, although its lower effective area causes it to detect 
significantly lower count rates.  
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However, this prevents us from taking advantage of the excellent 304 Å 
observations which are available from numerous Sun-observing telescopes. Since 
filaments are cold, they emit lines from low ionization ions, and the only SDO/AIA 
channel dominated by such lines is 304 Å. As discussed in Chapter III, 304 Å is essential 
for diagnostics when the count rates of the 335 Å channel are not large enough to 
participate in diagnostic analysis.  Surpassing the controversies of the 304 Å channel is 
important for an accurate quantification of filament dynamics and energetics and will be 
central to the discussion in this chapter. 
 
IV.2. Quantifying Emission in 304 Å Observations of the August 4th, 2011 
Filament Eruption: 
 
The measurements for the temperature and density of the filament eruption 
presented in Chapter III would be valid only in the absence of emission in 304 Å. Since 
this may not be true, it is important to quantify how significant the emitted flux is along 
the line of the sight for these observations. The flux of photons observed by SDO/AIA 
along the line of sight can be estimated by the following equation: 
 𝐹"#$/&'& = )*+,- 𝑁/0𝐺(𝑇,𝑁/)𝐴𝐿                                    Equation IV.1 
 
The above equation assumes an isothermal plasma at constant density. d is the distance 
between the Sun and spacecraft, Ne is the electron density, G(T, Ne) is the contribution 
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function from CHIANTI as a function of temperature and electron density, A is the area 
of an AIA pixel in cm2, and L is the line of sight depth of the filament plasma.  
 
The contribution function includes the atomic physics necessary for the line 
formation, is mostly independent of electron density for the He II 304 Å line at the high 
densities of the plasma under scrutiny, but peaks sharply with temperature owing to their 
dependence on ion abundance. The gofnt.pro9 CHIANTI code gives the G(T, Ne) function 
described in Equation IV.2. Note that different codes define G(T, Ne) slightly differently. 
9 http://www.heliodocs.com/php/xdoc_print.php?file=$SSW/packages/chianti/idl/emiss/gofnt.pro 
 
𝐺(𝑇, 𝑁/) = )*+ ∗ 9(:;<=)9(:<=) ∗ 9(:<=)9(:) ∗ 9(:)9(>) ∗ 9(>)9?              Equation IV.2 
 
In the above equation, the red term is the relative level population, which is the 
fraction of ions in the volume that are in the upper level of the 304 Å transition, calculated 
using the interplay between excitation and de-excitation processes. The green term is the 
relative ion population, which depends on the interplay between ionization and 
recombination processes. The olive term is the abundance of the ion X relative to 
hydrogen. Finally, the orange term is the ratio of the total hydrogen density to electron 
density, calculated using the proton_dens.pro CHIANTI code. The red, green, orange, 
and olive terms can be accessed from the CHIANTI database and computed using 
ionization equilibrium, which we can safely assume for the filament plasma under 
consideration as discussed in Section III.8.1. 
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One way to qualitatively assess the emitted flux from the filament along the line of 
sight by the He II 304 Å and incident on the AIA detectors is to investigate the 
temperature dependence of Equation IV.1. This would aid in understanding of how 
emission evolves in the temperature range of the filamentary plasma under scrutiny, 
without having to compute the line of sight filling factors which cannot be obtained with 
high certainty. The electron density is calculated from the measured values of column 
density using temperature-dependent functions from read_ioneq.pro and 
proton_dens.pro as described in Section III.6. For the purposes of this analysis, the 
temperature-dependent portion of Equation IV.1 is contained in the contribution function 
and electron density. The electron density can be rewritten as: 𝑁/ = @AB ∗ @>CDCEF@G	I ∗ @?@>CDCEF                         Equation IV.3 
 
The electron density is expanded into three terms: (1) the neutral hydrogen density (nH I) 
which can be computed from the measured values of column density (nL) and line of sight 
depth (L) following Equation III.4, (2) nH I/nHtotal is the ratio of neutral hydrogen density 
to total hydrogen density from read_ioneq.pro, and (3) nHtotal/ne is the ratio of total 
hydrogen density to electron density from proton_dens.pro. Terms (2) and (3) take 
temperature as an independent variable input; hence, the temperature dependent portion 
of Equation IV.1 can be written as the following function Ftemp: 
 𝐹J/KL = 𝐺(𝑇, 𝑁/) ∗ )[ NG	INGCDCEF∗NGCDCEFN? ]-                         Equation IV.4 
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Figure IV.2. shows a plot of Ftemp versus temperature. nHI/nHtotal and nHtotal/ne 
drop rapidly between log T (K) = 4.0 - 4.5 and G(T) peaks around log T (K) = 5.0. Hence, 
the Ftemp function drops very rapidly from 105 K to 104 K in the temperature range of the 
filamentary plasma, implying the emission contribution drops significantly as the 
plasma cools down. Furthermore, an inspection of the G(T, Ne) of the 304 Å doublet 
shows that its emission peaks at around Log T=4.9, so that the measured temperatures 
imply a rather low emissivity for this line.  
 
 
Figure IV.2. The above graphic shows the temperature dependent function (Ftemp) 
within the emitted flux incident on an SDO/AIA detector (Equation IV.4) in the 104 – 
109 Kelvin. The shaded area in the plot represents the range of temperature seen in the 
filamentary plasma analyzed in Chapter III, where a drastic drop in emission 
contribution is observed.    
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In order to estimate the expected emission in 304 Å, we make some crude 
estimates using Equation IV.1. With Ne=1011 cm-3 (based on estimates in Section III.6), 
G(T)=1.06 x 10-16 photon cm3 s-1 sr-1 at log T(K) = 4.5 for He abundance=0.05, L=0.3 solar 
radii, A=1.96 x 1015 cm-2 and an AIA calibration factor10 of 0.038 , FSDO/AIA ~ 582 DN/s. 
An extremely low filling factor is required to bring down these values to observed levels 
(5-10 DN/s), rendering our approximation of unity filling factor invalid.  
 
Furthermore, a 0.05 decrease in log temperature values to log T(Kelvin) = 4.45 
reduces the contribution function by an order of magnitude, hence reducing the emission 
contribution significantly to a value of ~ 56 DN/s, as demonstrated in Figure IV.2. These 
counts are still significant and require a very small filling factor to be comparable with the 
observed AIA counts. However, since part of the observed count rates were due to line of 
sight emission, the temperature of the filament plasma is expected to be lower than the 
values reported in Chapter III.   
 
As stated previously, this line of sight emission in 304 Å will decrease the 
temperature of the crossing point in diagnostic plots such as Figure III.4. The column 
density would not change significantly, since the L(T) values for the others channels are 
almost constant for large temperature changes. However, corresponding estimates of 
neutral hydrogen density, proton density, and electron density will be impacted by the 
shift in temperature estimates.  
 
10http://www.heliodocs.com/php/xdoc_print.php?file=$SSW/sdo/aia/idl/response/aia_get_respon
se.pro 
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The other factor to note is the filament plasma might be heated beyond the 
maximum height of observation in AIA, in which case it is expected that the line of sight 
emission contributions increases. A diagnostic technique that does not account for critical 
emission physics from important 304 Å observations would be insufficient in such cases. 
 
The Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique did not take into account the 
presence of this emission contribution which limits its application to a variety of solar 
transient observations. In this chapter we present an improved diagnostic technique, 
which extending the diagnostic capabilities on 304 Å observations to include 
contributions from He II emission along the line of sight. More realistic measurements of 
the filament’s physical properties will allow for rigorous, observation-based discussion of 
the evolution of the heating and energetics of the filamentary plasma at high cadence, an 
open question in CME science.  
 
The new EUV diagnostic technique is described in the following Section IV.3. This 
technique is applied to the August 4th, 2011 filament eruption. The results of column 
density and temperature, in comparison with results from Chapter III, obtained using the 
Landi and Reale (2013) technique are presented. Section IV.4 described the results of 
neutral hydrogen density, proton density, electron density, and ionization history of the 
filament plasma, along with a comparison with values presented in Chapter III.  Section 
IV.5 is a discussion of the energetics of the August 4th, 2011 filament eruption. 
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IV.3. New EUV Diagnostic Technique: 
 
The diagnostic tool proposed in this chapter builds on the Landi and Reale (2013) 
diagnostic technique (Section III.4.1) by expanding its applicability to a wider range of 
observations where emission contributions may be substantial and improving the 
accuracy of the corresponding diagnostic results.  
 
Similar to Landi and Reale (2013), this new EUV diagnostic technique capitalizes 
on the temperature dependence of the effective absorption coefficient in three EUV 
wavelength regions [100-228 Å, 228-504 Å, 504-912 Å] when the plasma temperature 
exceeds 15,000 K. Each of these wavelength ranges are defined by the absorption edge of 
one of these three ions: 228 Å for He II, 504 Å for He I, and 912 Å for H I, beyond which 
the ions stop absorbing. We account for the behavior of H I, He I, and He II only since 
they are the most abundant elements of the solar plasma. In order to incorporate the 
contributions from the line of sight emission in the observations of the optically thick 
plasmas we revert to the Swartzchild Equation of radiative transfer which states that: 
 𝐹PQR = 𝐹S@T𝑒VW +	∫ 𝐹/K𝑒VW𝑑𝜏W\                          Equation IV.5 
where, 𝐹/K = )*+,- 𝑁/0𝐺(𝑇, 𝑁/)𝐴𝐿                                    Equation IV.6 
 
Here, Finc is the flux hitting the plasma from behind, away from the detector and, Fabs is 
the measured flux that also includes the emission contribution, 𝜏 is the optical depth, and 
Fem is the emission from the plasma parcels along the line of sight.  The first part of 
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Equation IV.5 is the ‘sink term’ describing the attenuation of the line of sight emission 
due to absorption (Equation III.1), and the second half of Equation IV.5 is the ‘source 
term’ describing the enhancement of the intensity due to line of sight emission.  
 
Integrating the source term in Equation IV.5 from [0, t] and assuming Fem is constant, 
we isolate t to one side of the equation. The optical depth of the absorbing and emitting 
plasma is: 
 𝜏 = 	−ln	(`DabV ?`<`cNdV ?`<)                                          Equation IV.7 
 
We can hence define a new L function for any spectral line or narrow-band imaging 
channel we consider. The L function is the column density at the absorbing temperature 
and can be written as the optical depth divided by the effective absorption coefficient 
(Equation III.3). Hence, 
 
L(T,  Ne) = − )e?ff ln g`DabV ?`<`cNdV ?`<h                         Equation IV.8 
 
Since the column density is a property of the absorbing material, the L function would 
have the same value at the absorbing temperature for all spectral lines. If you set Fem to 
zero in Equation IV.8, it takes the form of Equation III.6 from the Landi and Reale (2013) 
diagnostic technique. This implies that this new technique can be equally applied to 
emitting and non-emitting EUV channels, and it indicates that the Landi and Reale (2013) 
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equation was a specific case of this function; one in which there is no emission from the 
plasma parcels.  
 
This proposed technique is tested on observations of the August 4th, 2011 filament 
eruption described in Chapter III. This will allow for: an all-encompassing comparative 
analysis of the results from the two techniques; to quantify the effects of He II 304 Å line 
of sight emission; and to test the strength of this technique. Observations from 171 Å, 193 
Å, 211 Å, and 304 Å SDO/AIA channels are used for plasma parcels with the filament 
eruption along the three paths described in Figure III.2. 
 
In Equation IV.8, Fem = 0 for 171 Å, 193 Å, and 211 Å because no lines from ions 
formed below log T (Kelvin) ~ 5.0 are strong enough to contribute with emission in their 
band passes. Therefore, L(T, Ne) for these channels are identical to the functions used in 
the previous diagnostic technique. The L(T, Ne) function for the 304 Å channel requires a 
range of temperature and column density values to compute the G(T, Ne) values.  
 
 A closer look at Equation IV.8 shows that the both sides of the L(T, Ne) function 
are dependent on column density, due to the added factor of Fem (Equation IV.6) on the 
right hand side. In the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique, the right hand term 
in Equation III.6 was simply proportional to the column density. In order to satisfy the 
column density and temperature dependence of the right-hand side of Equation IV.8, 
presented here is a theoretical method to compute Fem over a range of independent 
variable inputs for temperature and column density. 
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Figure IV.3. Diagnostic results for the absorbing plasma parcel location at 04:23 UT 
along Path 1. The y-axis is the L(T, Ne) function or the column density (cm-2) and the x-
axis is the logarithm of temperature (K). The region where the range of 304 Å L-
functions intersect with the remaining L-functions is contained within the vertical 
dashed yellow lines and the horizontal black dashed lines. The final range of 
temperature values is determined by the vertical black dashed lines, representing the 
range of temperatures within which the 304 Å L functions have self-consistent column 
density values.   
 
 
Temperature is varied between log T (Kelvin) = [4, 9] and column density is varied 
between log nL (cm-2) = [17, 22] to compute a grid of values for 𝐺(𝑇,𝑁/) following 
Equation IV.2. Substituting the contribution function grid into Equation IV.6 gives 2D 
arrays of Fem and corresponding L(T, Ne) values for the 304 Å channel can be computed 
from Equation IV.8. Hence in 304 Å, for each potential value of column density, we have 
L-function profiles over a range of temperatures. The L(T, Ne) functions for 171 Å, 193 Å, 
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211 Å, and 304 Å channels are plotted for each time step between 4:10 UT – 05:00 UT for 
the 30x30 pixel plasma parcels along Paths 1, 2, and 3. The L(T, Ne) plot for the timestep 
corresponding to Figure III.4 along Path 1 is shown in Figure IV.3.  
 
 
The first notable difference between Figure IV.3 and Figure III.4 is the many 
‘prongs’ of the 304 Å line. Each of these lines represents the 304 Å L(T) function for a 
distinct value of column density between log nL (cm-2) = [17, 22]. The horizontal black 
dashed lines represent the range of intersections along the y axis, giving us a minimum 
and maximum limit for column density for the plasma parcel for this location and time. 
The yellow vertical dashed lines represent the range of intersections in the x-range. 
Within these yellow lines lie a number of purple 304 Å prongs that were each computed 
theoretically using a different value of column density over a range of temperatures. It 
needs to be ensured that each of these 304 Å lines within this box are consistent with the 
column density range on the y-axis of this plot (horizontal black lines). However, some of 
the 304 Å prongs are inconsistent with the column density range, reducing the range of 
temperature values. This new temperature range is represented by the vertical dashed 
lines.  
 
Diagnostic results such as those shown in Figure IV.3 were produced for 102 
timestamps between 04:10 UT - 05:00 UT for all three plasma trajectories within the 
filament (Figure III.2). Similar to the results from the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic 
technique, distinct intersections in the L(T, Ne) were obtained for approximately the first 
20-25 minutes of analysis for the three plasma paths, allowing for good measurements of 
the column density and temperature at these times. The resulting column density values 
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are shown in Figure IV.4. and the resulting temperature values are shown in Figure IV.5. 
Also seen in Figures IV.4 – IV.5 are dashed lines, which are the measurements derived 
using with the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique.  
 
Comparing the results of diagnostics where He II emission in 304 Å was not 
considered (Figure III.4) with where the emission is accounted for (Figure IV.3), we see 
the crossing point of the curves distinctly shifts to the left, implying a lower temperature 
value, reported in Figure IV.5. This corroborates the preliminary estimation of how the 
results would change in Section IV.2. The trends from the regions marked red are ignored 
due to higher uncertainties in measurement. Figure IV.4 shows that the column density 
decreases by a small factor as well.  
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Figure IV.4: The y-axis shows logarithm of column density (cm-2) versus time (UT) on 
the bottom x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament 
plasma parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The dotted lines are results from 
the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique where He II 304 Å emission was not 
considered. The solid lines are results from the new diagnostic technique, described in 
Section IV.2. The regions shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from 
the new diagnostic technique. 
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Figure IV.5: The y-axis shows logarithm of temperature (Kelvin) versus time (UT) on 
the bottom x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament 
plasma parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The dotted lines are results from 
the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique where He II 304 Å emission was not 
considered. The solid lines are results from the new diagnostic technique, described in 
Section IV.2. The regions shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from 
the new diagnostic technique. 
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IV.4. Comparing the Two Diagnostic Techniques: 
        Neutral H density, Proton Density, Electron Density, Ionization History 
 
Using the measurements of column density and temperature from the new 
diagnostic technique (Section IV.3) and under the tested condition of near ionization 
equilibrium, the evolution of hydrogen and electron densities are estimated over the 
course of the filament plasma trajectory. The average lower limit to the neutral hydrogen 
density can be directly computed from the column density if the line of sight depth of the 
absorbing parcel is known following Equation III.4. Evolution of neutral hydrogen 
density is shown in Figure IV.6. The proton density (Figure IV.7) is computed using the 
read_ioneq.pro CHIANTI code, and the electron density (Figure IV.8) is computed using 
the proton_dens.pro CHIANTI code. The dotted lines in Figures IV.6 – IV.8 represent the 
corresponding values computed using the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique 
where 304 Å He II emission was not considered (Figures III.9 – III.10).   
 
The values of all parameters are found to be lower from the estimates made using 
the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique. The trends of neutral hydrogen density 
remain mostly unchanged, when computed with or without 304 Å He II emission, but 
their values were slightly lower when emission was taken into account. More notably, the 
values of proton and electron densities are over an order of magnitude lower for most of 
the measurement period. This is due to the lower temperatures, which reduces the 
fraction of ionized hydrogen, leading to a lower overall hydrogen content. 
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These lower density measurements are more consistent with the results of 
estimates of filament plasma densities. The proton and electron densities also drop more 
gradually than the values reported in Section III.6. It is possible that the filament was 
exposed to a greater rate of heating during this initiation phase of its evolution in the low 
solar corona than reported in the previous chapter, since even though the temperatures 
are lower, they remain essentially constant. Conversely, the total hydrogen content is also 
lower, implying the heating might in fact be lower compared to the results computed 
ignoring 304 Å He II emission.  
 
As describes in Section III.7, the ionization history of the filament plasma is 
determined using the Michigan Ionization Code (MIC), including impacts of 
photoionization and flare heating. Determining the ionization history of the filament 
plasma using the more accurate diagnostic results is imperative to determining if the 
plasma is indeed in ionization equilibrium and whether the charge states in the 
filamentary material were frozen in around the maximum height where it was observed 
in absorption.  
 
Results of the MIC are shown in three sets of plots in Figure IV.9. The top set of 
plots is for Path 1, the middle set is for Path 2, and the bottom set is for Path 3. The bottom 
panel in each set shows the evolution of the relative abundance, represented with color 
bars, of the charge states of C, N, O, and Fe to the total abundance of their respective 
elements, as the plasma parcels within the filament travel from 1.6 to 2.3 solar radii. The 
top panel in each set shows the relative abundance of the charge states of C, N, O, and Fe 
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to the total abundance of their respective elements at the maximum height of the plasma 
parcels along the measured trajectories.  
 
The charge states are not yet frozen in, the ionization equilibrium assumption is 
valid, and a single charge state dominates each ion. However, there are some notable 
differences between the ionization plots in Figure IV.9 and ionization plots computed 
with data where 304 Å He II emission was not considered (Figure III.11). Iron shows lower 
ionization states while carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen have higher ionization states (oxygen 
showing the most notable difference), compared to the values computed without 
emission. This can be ascribed to lower density and temperature values estimated with a 
more accurate diagnostic technique. A colder and less dense plasma would imply lower 
ionization of the iron charge states.  The higher oxygen charge states could be because 
oxygen does not recombine as much due to the lower plasma densities, and mostly 
constant temperatures. In the results where 304 Å He II emission was ignored, the 
filament plasma was cooling more rapidly and had much greater electron density, hence 
recombination was much more effective.  
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Figure IV.6: The y-axis shows logarithm of neutral hydrogen density (cm-3) versus time 
(UT) on the bottom x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the 
filament plasma parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The dotted lines are 
results from the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique where He II 304 Å 
emission was not considered. The solid lines are results from the new diagnostic 
technique. The regions shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from 
the new diagnostic technique. 
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Figure IV.7: y-axis shows logarithm of proton density (cm-3) versus time (UT) on the 
bottom x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament 
plasma parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The dotted lines are results from 
the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique where He II 304 Å emission was not 
considered. The solid lines are results from the new diagnostic technique. The regions 
shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from the new diagnostic 
technique. 
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Figure IV.8: y-axis shows logarithm of electron density (cm-3) versus time (UT) on the 
bottom x-axis and the corresponding approximate height (solar radii) of the filament 
plasma parcels on the top x-axis, for Paths 1, 2, and 3. The dotted lines are results from 
the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic technique where He II 304 Å emission was not 
considered. The solid lines are results from the new diagnostic technique. The regions 
shaded red had very high uncertainties in measurements from the new diagnostic 
technique. 
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Figure IV.9: Results from Michigan Ionization Code using the measured values of 
density, temperature from the new diagnostic technique and speed (Section III.5) for 
Paths 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). For each path, the bottom set of panels show 
the evolution of the charge states of Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, and Iron with height, 
and the top set of panels show the final charge states predicted at the maximum height. 
The dotted lines in the top panel represent the values of final charge states predicted at 
the maximum height when 304 Å He II emission was not considered. 
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IV.5. Energetics of the Filamentary Material 
 
The energy budgets of CMEs include contributions from magnetic energy, bulk 
kinetic energy, ionization energy, gravitational potential energy, thermal energy, and 
energetic particles (e.g. Murphy et al. 2011, Emslie et al. 2005). Given the available 
estimates of kinematic evolution, and thermodynamics using a more realistic diagnostic 
technique, computation of certain energy terms per unit volume is possible for the 
filamentary plasma. The magnetic energy of the precursor active region will be estimated 
by vector magnetograms in a future investigation. Presented in this section are kinetic 
energy, gravitational potential energy, thermal energy, and radiative cooling per unit 
volume following the calculations from Lee et al. (2017). The kinetic energy (KE) per 
unit volume is computed using the following equation, where mp is the mass of protons, 
np is the proton density (Figure IV.8), and vbulk is the bulk velocity of the plasma (Figure 
III.7, bottom): ijkPlmK/ = )0𝑚L𝑛L𝑣Qmle0                         Equation IV.10 
Units of Joules/m3 
 
The thermal energy (TE) per unit volume is computed using the following equation, 
where np and ne are the proton and electron densities (Figures III.7 – III.8), kB is the 
Boltzmann constant, and T is the plasma temperature (Figure III.5): 
 qjkPlmK/ = 3(𝑛L + 𝑛/)𝑘t𝑇                                    Equation IV.11 
Units of Joules/m3 
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The gravitational potential energy (PE) per unit volume is computed using the 
following equation, where G is the gravitational constant, MSun is the solar mass, RSun is 
the solar radius, RLOS is the line of sight depth (Figure III.8): 
 ujkPlmK/ = 𝐺𝑀"m@𝑚L𝑛L( )wxyN − )wAzx)                       Equation IV.12 
Units of Joules/m3 
 
The radiative cooling term (RC) is computed using the following equation, where 
P(T) is computed using the rad_loss.pro10 CHIANTI routine, nHtotal/ne is computed using 
proton_dens.pro5 CHIANTI routine, and Dt is the time interval between successive time 
steps 
 
w{kPlmK/ = |@>CDCEF@? } ∗ 𝑛/0 ∗ 𝑃(𝑇) ∗ ∆𝑡                                  Equation IV.13 
Units of Joules/m3 
 
The different energy terms described in Equations IV.10 – IV.13 are shown in Figure IV.10 
for Paths 1, 2, and 3. For the radiative cooling term, a smooth quadratic fit is used to 
remove the localized fluctuations of Dt between 12-24 seconds in consecutive time steps.  
For all three paths, in the time where the measurements were trustworthy: 
 
Gravitational Potential Energy > Kinetic Energy > Radiative Cooling > Thermal Energy 
 
10http://www.heliodocs.com/php/xdoc_print.php?file=$SSW/packages/chianti/idl/emiss/rad_loss.pro 
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The kinetic energy and potential energy increased slightly until ~1.8 - 1.9 RSUN followed 
by a gradual decrease. The thermal energy and radiative cooling terms remain mostly 
constant followed by a steady drop between 2.15 RSUN.  
 
Some notable results of CME energy budgets from Akmal et al. (2001), Lee et al. 
(2009), Landi et al. (2010), and Murphy et al. (2011) were mentioned in Chapter I of this 
dissertation. The findings presented here are consistent with those of studies such as 
Akmal et al. (2001) and Lee et al. (2009) who found heating to be a significant portion of 
the energy budget of the CMEs.  
 
While the results of this investigation have similar trends as those discussed in 
Landi et al. (2010) for their observations of the April 9th, 2008 CME core at 1.1 RSUN and 
1.9 RSUN, there are some notable differences. The radiative loss estimates for the filament 
analyzed in this study are lower than those estimated for the CME core described in Landi 
et al. (2010) because the very cold filamentary material analyzed here has a significantly 
lower radiative loss rate based on CHIANTI estimates. Also, while the CME analyzed in 
Landi et al. (2010) has similar kinetic and thermal energies, the thermal energy is much 
smaller than the kinetic energy for the filament investigated here. This can be attributed 
to a few differences between the cases utilized in the two investigations: (1) the erupting 
filament analyzed in this study is colder, and (2) the filament eruption in the current study 
is analyzed at higher heights in the corona where the speed is three to four times greater 
than the eruption considered in Landi et al. (2010).  
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Furthermore, the Differential Emission Measure (DEM, which described the 
thermal structure of a multi-thermal plasma) analysis conducted in Landi et al. (2010) 
used spectral lines corresponding to temperature’s greater than log T (Kelvin) = 4.9, 
leaving out crucial information on colder core plasma. The results of filament energetics 
presented here are expected to be more accurate since the new diagnostic technique 
introduced in this chapter covers a wide range of plasma temperatures, specifically 
accounting for the very cold plasmas.  
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Figure IV.10: The above plots show logarithm of the thermal energy (blue line), kinetic 
energy (orange line), potential energy (yellow line), and the radiative cooling term 
(purple line), computed per unit volume (Joules/m3), for the filament plasma followed 
along Paths 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom).  The regions shaded red had very high 
uncertainties in measurements from the new diagnostic technique. 
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CHAPTER V 
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
ACE/SWICS has provided us with the most complete set of composition data to date 
of solar wind incident at 1 AU. SDO/AIA provides us with an unprecedented view of the 
solar corona in multiple wavelength bands, with images that span over 1.3 solar diameters 
at high-cadence and spatial resolution. AIA and SWICS were central to the series of 
investigations described in this dissertation, and, along with instruments on board SOHO 
and STEREO, were used to explore the following three overarching CME science topics: 
 
(1) in-situ signatures of CME processes in the low solar corona, 
(2) evolution of filament composition in the low solar corona, and 
(3) evolution of filament dynamics and energetics in the low solar corona. 
 
In Chapter II, an in-depth analysis of in-situ observations of 14 years of Earth-
intercepting ICMEs and associated compositional anomalies was discussed. The 
investigation began with the departure of C6+/C5+ and O7+/O6+ from their expected 
correlation occurring in ~45% of ICMEs ("depleted ICMEs"), and distinct compositional 
and thermal trends associated with these events were reported. The “Depletion Region” 
was identified as the region within the depleted ICMEs that can be demarcated by this 
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anomalous behavior. The most consistent characteristics of the Depletion Region were 
(1) depleted fully stripped ions of helium, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and (2) 
exposure to some source of heating, before/around the time the charge states froze-in. 
Notably, the depleted ICMEs outside of the Depletion Region were compositionally and 
thermally identical to the non-depleted ICMEs, implying the Depletion Region plasma 
was subject to a process that did not significantly impact the rest of the ICME plasma. The 
analysis also concluded that there was no noticeable trend on the location of where in the 
Depleted ICME the Depletion Region occurred, or its time span.  
 
Magnetic reconnection can generate significant thermal energy, and reconnection in 
current sheets of CMEs can occur near the freeze-in regions of various ions. This 
warranted a preliminary investigation into the possibility of the Depletion Region plasma 
being an in-situ signature of magnetic reconnection in the low solar corona. 
 
Two theories were explored. (1) The Depletion Region was created by the acceleration 
of the fully stripped ions out of the reconnection region by energetic beams produced 
during the process of magnetic reconnection; (2) the compositional characteristics of the 
Depletion Region were a result of fully stripped ions being the only ions not picked up 
during magnetic reconnection following the criteria described in Drake et al. (2009).  
 
However, this investigation into the coronal source of the Depletion Region requires: 
a. statistically significant in-situ measurements sensitive enough to quantify fully ionized 
states of the other heavy ions (Ne10+, Mg12+, Si14+, S16+, Fe26+), which we expect to also have 
lower abundances in the Depletion Region; 
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b. modeling of charge state composition within CME current sheets, along with a greater 
number of ions than those that are currently modeled; 
c. a more rigorous understanding of energetic protons within current sheets and how they 
can impact the overall CME composition; and 
d. understanding of acceleration of different mass/charge ions out of the reconnection 
exhaust. 
Pending this, observations of Depletion Regions in ICMEs could serve as a diagnostic 
tool for reconnection in CME tails in the low solar corona.  
While the research presented in Chapter II of this dissertation was built upon an 
extensive analysis of in-situ observations of Earth-incident ICMEs, Chapters III and IV of 
this dissertation were inspired to develop frameworks that used in-situ and remote-
sensing observations synchronously to continue the scientific exploration into these 
consequential CME eruptions. 
Filaments are associated with a large fraction of CME eruptions; when present 
they constitute the core of the CME and are integral to quantifying the overall energy 
budget of CMEs. In order to constrain the physics of CME cores low in the solar corona 
and the partition of thermal and kinetic energy of their plasmas, Chapter III presented a 
framework to determine the evolution of the thermal and kinetic properties of a single 
filament eruption event using the following instruments: ACE/SWICS, SOHO/LASCO, 
STEREO A&B/SECCHI, and SDO/AIA. The case study of a geoeffective ICME that arrived 
at Earth on August 5th, 2011 was considered. It was traced to the Sun using coronagraphs 
and imagers onboard STEREO and SOHO.  A 30x30 pixel square plasma parcel within 
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the filament eruption was tracked along three possible paths from 04:10 UT – 05:00 UT 
in multi-wavelength AIA images on August 4th, 2011 at 12-24 second cadence.  
 
The column density and electron temperature of the plasma were estimated using 
the absorption diagnostic technique outlined in Landi & Reale (2013). The kinematics of 
the filament eruption were measured using STEREO multi-wavelength images and 
coronagraphs. Estimates of the line of sight length of the plasma from these images 
allowed for the calculation of the neutral hydrogen density. The proton and electron 
densities calculated from the neutral hydrogen density, along with the temperature and 
speed estimates, served as inputs to the MIC to study the time and spatial evolution of the 
ionization status of the CME core plasma.  
 
The analysis in Chapter III allows for the high-cadence visualization of the 
kinematic and dynamic evolution of the filament eruption, leading to some notable 
inferences about the behavior of the filamentary plasma in the low solar corona. For 
instance, the charge states of C, N, O, and Fe within the filament were not frozen-in at the 
height of maximum observation (~2.1 - 2.4 RSUN), beckoning additional investigations 
using instruments observing the filament eruption further out in the solar corona. The 
filament plasma experienced additional heating throughout its trajectory, 
photoionization impacted its ionization history, and the three different plasma 
trajectories did not have identical behaviors implying the filament was heterogenous.  
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The overarching goal of the analysis presented in Chapter IV was two-fold: (1) 
attempt to overcome a fundamental limitation of the Landi and Reale (2013) diagnostic 
technique, since it was central to a majority of the estimates presented in Chapter III, and 
(2) with more precise estimates of properties of the filamentary plasma from (1), describe 
the evolution of the energetics of the filament plasma.  
 
The Landi and Reale (2013) EUV diagnostic technique assumed non-emitting 
plasmas and thus ignored the contribution of the erupting filament’s own emission 
and/or other emission along the line of sight to the observed count rates in the 304 Å 
channel. In Chapter IV an improved diagnostic technique is introduced that accounts for 
emission and absorption contributions from emitting channels such as 304 Å. This 
diagnostic technique can be equally applied to emitting and non-emitting channels, 
paving the way for more realistic discussion of the heating and energetics of the filament 
plasma using a wider range of observations. 
 
A comparison of results of the new diagnostic technique with those presented in 
Chapter III found that the temperature of the plasma is colder than previously predicted, 
and column densities were also decreased by a small factor. The values of proton and 
electron densities were over an order of magnitude lower for most of the measurement 
period. The charge states were still not frozen in, and the ionization equilibrium 
assumption once again held up; however, some changes were seen in the ionization 
profiles. Most notably, oxygen had lower ionization states and iron had higher ionization 
states than those predicted without considering emission in 304 Å. This was attributed to 
a colder as well as less dense plasma.  
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The energy budget of the filament plasma showed that the gravitational potential 
energy is greater than the kinetic energy, which is greater than the losses due to radiative 
cooling, and the thermal energy is the lowest term, though significant. In agreement with 
previous investigations into CME energetics, the filament plasma showed signs of 
significant heating. However, the thermal energy was not comparable to the kinetic 
energy as found by other studies. This is attributed to the fact that the filament analyzed 
here was colder and faster than the CMEs analyzed in previous studies.  
 
The thermodynamic, kinematic, and composition profiles reported in Chapters III 
and IV were derived from high-cadence measurements of an expanding filamentary 
plasma tracked in the low solar corona. The new diagnostic technique developed in the 
course of this work and deployed in Chapter IV allowed for more robust and accurate 
measurements. This was the first time these quantities were measured at such high 
cadence and precision over an extended period of time, while attempting to ensure the 
same plasmas within filamentary eruptions were tracked. These measurements could 
serve as powerful tools to constrain existing models of CME eruptions, and determine the 
physical processes of heating and acceleration that shape the eruptions at their source 
and throughout the low solar corona.  
 
The anticipated future work associated with the research presented in this dissertation 
can be described into three interconnected phases: 
(a) developing new diagnostic/measurement tools and techniques, 
(b) running diagnostics on a diverse range of CME events and plasma features, and 
(c) conducting observation-model comparisons. 
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The new EUV diagnostic technique introduced in Chapter IV needs to be refined 
and its robustness tested. Ionization equilibrium, plasma homogeneity, unity filling 
factors, and constant emitted flux (Fem) were some of the assumptions made while 
expanding on the applicability and precision of the Landi and Reale (2013) technique. 
However, attempts will be made to improve the technique over time. An immediate 
project is applying the new diagnostic technique on an eruption where 335 Å counts were 
trustworthy in addition to the 304 Å counts. Since the 335 Å channel is non-emitting, a 
comparison of diagnostic results from the new EUV diagnostic technique compared with 
those using 335 Å could serve as an effective test of the accuracy of the new technique.  
The author is motivated to develop tools that the wider scientific community can benefit 
from, such as this new diagnostic technique. 
 
These diagnostic abilities (in addition to existing diagnostic techniques) will allow 
for a more extensive and realistic analysis of CME eruptions. The second phase of future 
investigations associated with the research presented in this dissertation is to conduct 
detailed and high-cadence diagnostics of different CME plasmas for many more eruptions 
associated with different pre-eruptive states of CMEs. The goal is to create the most 
extensive database of CME plasma dynamics and energetics based on multi-instrument 
observations. The database will allow for comparative analysis of different categories of 
eruption and robust constraints to CME models.  
 
The third phase of investigation associated with this research is using these 
extensive measurements to constrain models of CME evolution and compare 
observations with model results. A schematic of such a plan is shown in Figure V.1.  The 
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research presented in this dissertation partially conveyed some of the plan detailed in the 
top green box. Subsequent empirical comparisons between the observation-based 
measurements and model results will allow for more rigorous characterization and 
quantification of the physical processes that govern CME formation at the solar source, 
as well as the processes that influence CMEs through their heliospheric evolution.  
 
 
Figure V.1. Schematic showing a framework for potential future projects. 
 
The future work associated with the research presented in this dissertation is 
rooted in the author’s commitment to exploring societally-relevant and exciting scientific 
endeavors in the fields of solar and heliospheric sciences. Three CME topics were explored 
in this dissertation: in-situ signatures of CME processes in the low solar corona, evolution 
of filament composition in the low solar corona, and high-cadence estimates of filament 
energetics evolution in the low solar corona. This dissertation begins the foundational 
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approach to these topics and sets the stage to utilize future observations to continue 
answering these questions and beyond.  
Parker Solar Probe (PSP) will give us unprecedented in-situ measurements from 
9-10 RSUN above the photosphere. For instance, the PSP/SWEAP (Solar Wind Electrons 
Alphas and Protons, Kasper et al. 2016) instrument will help shed light on proton 
properties in reconnection regions, allowing for the Depletion Region hypothesis to the 
tested. The PSP/WISPR (Wide-Field Imager for Parker Solar Probe, Vourlidas et al. 2016) 
imager will allow us to use images of transients at unprecedented spatial resolution, 
significantly enhancing the accuracy and details of our measurements. In-situ 
observations from the Solar Orbiter spacecraft instrument suite, the Solar Wind Plasma 
Analyzer (SWA), will allow for a new era of investigation into heavy ion charge states that 
have been utilized throughout this investigation. The new diagnostic technique 
introduced here could be tailored to suit measurements from the following Solar Orbiter 
remote instruments: the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI), METIS Coronagraphs, and 
the Spectral Imaging of the Coronal Environment (SPICE). Remote observations from 
PSP and Solar Orbiter can be connected to in-situ measurements made by Solar Orbiter 
via techniques described throughout this dissertation. This will provide us with 
spectacular opportunities to utilize unprecedented CME measurements and perform 
series of observation-to-simulation connections to launch us into a new era of solar and 
heliospheric investigations.  
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 Reported here are detailed statistics of the comparison of thermal and 
compositional properties of 41 ionic charge states in the 5 regions of the 148 Depleted 
ICMEs and 193 non-Depleted ICMEs identified between 1998 and 2011 discussed in 
Chapter II. The reported percentages of Depleted ICME cases where a specific parameter 
is either depleted or enhanced is determined by computing the ratio of the averages and 
standard deviations of the parameter in one region (e.g., Region 3: Depletion Region) over 
the other (e.g., Regions 2 and 4: remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME). 
 
A.1. Comparison of Depleted ICME (Regions 2,3,4) and the Surrounding Wind 
(Regions 1,5) 
 
 The distributions of compositions and thermal properties of protons and heavy-
ions of the Depleted ICMEs are compared with their values in the wind surrounding the 
Depleted ICMEs. The difference between the behaviors of properties of the ions in these 
two regions is important because they lend themselves to our understanding of the 
conditions in which the entire Depleted ICME is born in the low solar corona. Due to low 
data counts in the individual regions analyzed ~26% of the Depleted ICMEs are excluded 
from the statistics. The key observational trends for the 148 Depleted ICME cases are 
reported in the following sections. 
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A.1.1. Proton Density, Speed, Temperature 
 
a. The proton densities in the Depleted ICMEs (Regions 2, 3, and 4) are indistinguishable 
from their values in the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICMEs (Regions 1 and 5). 
 
b. Proton speed is slightly slower in the Depleted ICME compared to its surrounding 
plasma in 62% of the cases.  
 
c. Proton temperature is lower in the Depleted ICME than the surrounding plasma in 
nearly all Depleted ICMEs by a factor of 3, on average.  
 
A.1.2. Density and Temperature of Fully-Stripped Ions: He2+, C6+, N7+, O8+ 
 
a.  n[Xn+]/n[X]: The relative abundance of the fully stripped charge state of an ion to the 
total abundance of its element is lower in the Depleted ICME plasma compared to the 
plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME for C6+ in 79% of the Depleted ICME cases by a 
factor of 1.3, on average. The relative abundances of N7+ and O8+ do not show any 
significant trends in their differences between the Depleted ICME and its surrounding 
plasma.  
 
b.  T[Xn+]/T[H1+]: The ion-proton relative temperatures of He2+, C6+, N7+, and O8+ are 
greater in the Depleted ICME compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME 
in 85-95% of the Depleted ICME cases by factors of 2–3, on average. 
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c.  T[Xn+]: The absolute temperatures of He2+, C6+, N7+, and O8+ are lower in the Depleted 
ICME compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME in 75-90% of the cases by 
factors of 1.25–1.7, on average.  
A.1.3. Density and Temperature of C4-5+, N4-6+, O5-7+: 
 
a. n[Xn+]/n[X]: The relative abundances of C5+, N6+, and O7+ to the total abundance of 
their elements are higher in the Depleted ICME compared to their values in the plasma 
surrounding the Depleted ICME in 85-95% of the cases by factors of 1.3–1.6, on average. 
The abundance ratio of C4+/C is also greater in the Depleted ICME compared to its 
surrounding plasma in 61% of the cases by a factor of 1.2, on average. On the other hand, 
the abundance ratios of N5+ and O6+ to the total abundance of their elements are lower in 
the Depleted ICME compared to the surrounding plasma in 70-80% of the cases by a 
factor of 1.25, on average. We report no significant difference in O5+/Ototal and N4+/Ntotal 
abundance ratios between the Depleted ICME and its surrounding plasma.  
 
b. T[Xn+]/T[H1+]: The ion-proton relative temperatures of C5+, N5-6+, and O6+ are greater 
in the Depleted ICME compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME in 60-
80% of the cases by factors of 1.5–2.8, on average, and in >90% of the cases for C4+, N4+, 
and O5+ by factors of 1.7–2.8, on average, while showing no significant difference in trends 
in the two regions for O7+.   
 
c. T[Xn+]: The absolute temperatures of C5+, N6+, O7+ are lower in the Depleted ICME 
compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME for nearly all Depleted ICME 
cases by factors of 2–2.5, on average, and in over 85% of the cases for C4+, N4-5+, and O5-
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6+ compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME in by factors of 1.33–2.22, on 
average. 
 
A.1.4. Density and Temperature of the Charge States of Metals: 
 Neon, Magnesium, Silicon, Sulphur, Iron: 
 
 In this section we discuss the plasma parameters associated with the behavior of 
Ne8-9+, Mg8-10+, Si9-12+, S10-14+, and Fe6-20+.  
 
a. n[Xn+]/n[X]: The relative abundances of the charge state of Ne9+, Si14+, S13+, and Fe12-
13,17-20+ to the total abundance of their respective elements are greater in the Depleted 
ICME compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME in 60-80% of the cases, 
and over 85% of the cases for Mg10+, Si11-12+, and Fe14-16+, by factors of 1.2–3.8, on average. 
On the other hand, the ratio of the abundances of Ne8+, Si10+, S10-11+, and Fe8,11+ to the total 
abundance of their elements is lower in the Depleted ICME compared to the plasma 
surrounding the Depleted ICME in 65-85% of the cases, and additionally lower in nearly 
all cases for Mg8-9+, Si9+, Fe9-10+, by factors of 1.2–1.6, on average. We report no significant 
trends for S12+, Fe6+, and Fe7+.  
 It is clear that the lower charge states of Ne, Mg, Si, S, and Fe are mostly depleted 
in the Depleted ICMEs, while their higher charge states are mostly enhanced, compared 
to the surrounding plasma. 
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b. T[Xn+]/T[H1+]: The ion-proton relative temperatures of Ne8-9+, Mg9+, Si10+, S11-14+, and 
Fe13-19+ are higher in the Depleted ICME compared to the plasma surrounding the 
Depleted ICME in 60-80% of the cases and >85% of the cases for Mg8+, Si9+, S10+, Fe6-12+ 
by factors ranging from 1.5 to 5, on average. We report no significant trends for the 
difference between ion-proton relative temperatures of Mg10+, Si11+, Si12+, and Fe20+ 
between the Depleted ICMEs and their surrounding plasma.  
 
c. T[Xn+]: The absolute ion temperatures of S10,14+ and Fe7,14,15,17+ are lower in the Depleted 
ICME compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME in 75-90% of the cases 
and in nearly all cases for Ne8-9+, Mg8-10+, Si9-12+, S11-13+, and Fe10-13,16+, by factors ranging 
from 1.25 to 2.5, on average. We report no significant trends for the difference between 
the absolute ion temperatures of Fe6,18-20+ between the Depleted ICME and its 
surrounding plasma. 
 
A.1.5. Total Abundance Ratios of Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen and Iron 
 
 The abundance ratios of C/H, N/H, and N/O are lower in the Depleted ICME 
compared to the plasma surrounding the Depleted ICME in 65-85% of the cases, and 
nearly all cases for C/O by factors of 1.2–1.4, on average. Conversely, the Fe/O abundance 
ratio is higher in the Depleted ICME compared to its surrounding plasma in 83% of the 
cases, by a factor of 1.6, on average. We report no significant trends in the difference 
between the O/H abundance ratio in the Depleted ICME and its surrounding plasma.  
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A.2. Comparison of Depletion Region (Region 3) and the Remaining Depleted ICME 
(Regions 2 and 4): 
 
 The distributions of compositions and thermal properties of protons and heavy 
ions in the Depletion Region are compared with their values in the remaining plasma of 
the Depleted ICME. Due to low data counts in the individual regions analyzed ~2 to 6% 
of the Depleted ICMEs are excluded from the statistics. 
 
A.2.1. Proton Density, Speed, Temperature 
 
 No differences were observed between the proton density and speed measured in 
the Depletion Region (Region 3) and those in the remaining Depleted ICME (Regions 2 
and 4). The proton temperature, on the other hand, was lower in the Depletion Region 
compared to the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME in 90% of the cases, by a factor 
of 2, on average. 
 
A.2.2. Density and Temperature of Fully Stripped Ions: He2+, C6+, N7+, O8+ 
 
a. n[Xn+]/n[X]: The relative abundances of C6+, N7+, and O8+ to the total abundance of 
their respective elements is lower in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining 
plasma of the Depleted ICME in 70-90% of the cases by factors of 1.25–1.7, on average.  
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b. T[Xn+]/T[H1+]: The ion-proton relative temperatures of He2+, C6+, N7+, and O8+ are 
greater in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME 
for 70-80% of the cases, by factors of 1.7–2.2, on average.  
 
c. T[Xn+]: The absolute temperatures of He2+, C6+, N7+, and O8+ are lower in the Depletion 
Region compared to the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME in 65-70% of the cases, 
by factors of 1.25–1.6, on average. 
 
A.2.3. Density and Temperature of C4-5+, N4-6+, O5-7+ 
 
a. n[Xn+]/n[X]: The relative abundances of C4-5+, N6+, and O7+ to the total abundance of 
its respective element is greater in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining 
plasma of the Depleted ICME in 70-90% of the cases, by factors of 1.2–1.5, on average. 
We report no trends for the difference between the abundance ratios of N4-5+/Ntotal and 
O5-6+/Ototal in the Depletion Region and the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME. 
 
b. T[Xn+]/T[H1+]: The relative ion-proton temperatures are lower for O7+ in the Depletion 
Region compared to the remaining plasma of the Depleted ICME in 69% of the cases, by 
a factor of 1.25, on average, while being higher for C4+, N4+, and O5+ in 65-75% of the cases 
by factors of 1.5–2, on average. We report no significant trends in the difference between 
the relative ion-proton temperatures for C5+, N6+, N5+, O5+, and O6+ in the Depletion 
Region and the remaining plasma of the Depleted ICME. 
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c. T[Xn+]: The absolute temperatures of C4-5+, N4-6+, and O5-7+ are lower in the Depletion 
Region compared to the remaining plasma of the Depleted ICME in 70-90% of the cases, 
by factors of 0.5–0.9, on average. 
 
A.2.4. Density and Temperature of the Charge States of Metals: Neon, Magnesium, 
Silicon, Sulphur, Iron 
 
 In this section we discuss the plasma parameters associated with the behavior of 
Ne8-9+, Mg8-10+, Si9-12+, S10-14+, and Fe6-20+. 
 
a. n[Xn+]/n[X]: The relative abundances of Ne9+, Mg10+, Si11-12+, S13-14+, and Fe14-20+ to the 
total abundance of their respective elements are greater in the Depletion Region 
compared to the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME in 60-70% of the cases, by 
factors of 1.1–2, on average. Conversely, the relative abundance ratio is lower for Ne8+, 
Mg8+, Si9-10+, S10-11+, and Fe8-11+ in 60-75% of the cases, by factors of 1.2–1.3, on average. 
We report no significant trends in the difference between the relative abundance ratios of 
Mg9+, S12+, and Fe6-7,12-13+ in the Depletion Region and the remaining plasma in the 
Depleted ICME. 
 
b. T[Xn+]/T[H1+]: The relative ion-proton temperatures for Fe7-10+ are higher in the 
Depletion Region compared to the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME in 60-70% of 
the cases, by a factor of 1.5–2, on average. We report no trend in the difference between 
the relative ion-proton temperatures of Ne8-9+, Mg8-10+, Si9-12+, S10-14+, and Fe6,11-20+ in the 
Depletion Region and the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME. 
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c. T[Xn+]: The absolute temperatures of Ne8-9+, Mg8-10+, Si9-10,12+, S10-14+, Fe8-17+ are lower 
in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME for 75-
90% of the Depleted ICME cases by factors ranging from 1.25 to 2, on average. We report 
no significant trends in the difference between the absolute temperatures of Si11+ and Fe6-
7+,18-20+ in the Depletion Region and the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICMEs. 
 
A.2.5. Total Abundance Ratios of Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, and Iron 
 
 The abundance ratios of C/H and C/O are lower in the Depletion Region compared 
to the remaining plasma in the Depleted ICME in ~90% of all cases, and also lower for 
N/O, N/H, and O/H in 60-70% of cases, by factors ranging from 1.25 to 1.7, on average. 
The Fe/O abundance ratio is higher in the Depletion Region compared to the remaining 
plasma in the Depleted ICME, in 67% of the cases, by a factor of 1.3, on average.  
 
A.3. Comparison of Plasma of Depleted ICME outside the Depletion Region (Regions 
2,4), and the non-Depleted ICMEs 
 
 To restate, non-Depleted ICMEs are those ICMEs where the Anomalous Wind is 
not detected, i.e., ICMEs where the Depletion Region is absent. There are 193 non-
Depleted ICMEs between 1998 and 2011: We compare them with the ICME plasma 
outside the Depletion Region in the 148 Depleted ICMEs to test whether the 
compositional and thermal nature of the Depleted ICME is similar to all other ICMEs or 
not. For each parameter the average and standard deviation values for the 148 Depleted 
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ICMEs is compared with the average and standard deviation values of the 193 non-
Depleted ICMEs. 
 
 We find that (1) the ratio of the abundance of the charge state of an ion, to the total 
abundance of that ion (n[Xn+]/n[X]), (2) the relative ion-proton temperature ratios 
(T[Xn+]/T[H1+]), and (3) the absolute temperatures of the ions (T[Xn+]) of the plasma of 
the Depleted ICME outside the Depletion Region (Regions 2 and 4) are essentially 
indistinguishable from their values in the non-Depleted ICMEs, with the exception of the 
following: 
 
a. n[Xn+]/n[X]: The proton densities and the ratios of the abundance of O7-8+, Ne9+, Si12+, 
and Fe15-17+ to the total abundance of their respective elements are greater in the plasma 
of the Depleted ICME outside the Depletion Region than their values in the non-Depleted 
ICMEs, by factors of 1.2–1.5, on average. Conversely, the ratios of the abundance of 
Mg8+/Mgtotal and Fe6-8+/Fetotal are lower in the plasma of the Depleted ICME outside the 
Depletion Region than their values in the non-Depleted ICMEs, by factors of 1.33–2.0, on 
average. 
 
b. (T[Xn+]/T[H1+]): The relative ion-proton temperature ratios of C6+, N7+, O8+, and Fe19+ 
are greater in the plasma outside the Depletion Region of the Depleted ICME compared 
to their values in the non-Depleted ICMEs, by factors of 1.2–1.4, on average. 
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